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ABSTRACT 
 Toolstone use in the Ozark Mountains is a reactionary process reliant on how the 
landscape provides or constrains chipped stone for prehistoric populations. These technological 
adaptations are recognized at sites throughout the area, but no regional assessment of lithic 
assemblages provides answers as to why certain stones are used at a particular location. This 
thesis employs a five step mass analysis of lithic assemblages, and GIS visualizations to observe 
how the organization of stone technologies vary based on location within contrasting geologic 
contexts. The chert-bearing Springfield Plateau, and the Boston Mountains with siltstone, are 
two neighboring dichotomous landscapes that illustrate this prehistoric phenomenon. However, 
identification and distribution of lower Mississippian limestones within the prior landscape is a 
convoluted system between state boundaries causing confusion in archeological research. A 
secondary goal of this thesis is to address misinformation regarding resources in Arkansas, and 
standardize the recognition of Boone cherts. Ultimately, this project seeks to quantify the ratios 
of chippable stone used within different locations, and rationalize why the resulting data occurs. 
This allows future research to detect anomalies in stone use, or perhaps infer why populations 
change norms in technological organization.  
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis seeks to explain why and where prehistoric people procured chippable stone 
in two adjacent contrasting geologic landscapes in the southwestern Ozark Mountains. The 
Boston Mountains with siltstone, and the chert-bearing limestones of the Springfield Plateau, are 
two neighboring dichotomous environments with extensive evidence of human exploitation. 
Many publications exhibit resource use in these landscapes (Banks 1993, Gilliland 2008, Ray 
2007), but none assess precise locations of chippable stone and compare them to archeological 
collections across the region.  
Source use and distribution of stone are recognized early in the history of archeological 
investigations, and are not new concepts in artifact analysis (Hearne 1709, Holmes 1891). Recent 
research focuses on the geologic context of sites, and how technological requirements are 
adapted to meet subsistence needs and resource availability (Andrefsky 1994, Beck et al. 2002, 
Binford 1979, Manninen and Knutsson 2013). This project also focuses on raw material 
constraints provided by the landscape, and seeks to rationalize chipped stone procurement as a 
response to varying zones of bedrock resources. These areas that lack or furnish toolstone are 
lithospheres, but do humans diversify employment of stone technologies in response to local 
terrains? 
The distance decay relationship is an acknowledged phenomenon in lithic investigations, 
because increasingly smaller artifacts are recovered as one moves farther from a resource. Colin 
Renfrew (1977) is regarded as the first archeologist to infer this relationship, and many studies 
have confirmed this hypothesis in a variety of provenience, use, transportation, and discarding 
projects. Renfrew phrases this linkage in observed lithic use as the law of monotonic decrement, 
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with special attention afforded to a distance decay model expressing predictable reductions as 
distance increases from source availability. Gravity models can be ideal for expressing trends of 
size compared to distance from a source, but do not answer how stones are preferred or deterred 
within an imperfectly distributed geologic landscape. 
The reason behind procurement, curation, and discarding of chipped artifacts are 
knowable, albeit partially, from assessments of geologic contexts. Lucy Wilson (2007) provides 
evidence that distance is not the sole factor in how stones are used, and sought to answer 
complex procurement choices with mathematical formulas derived from the quantification of 
several qualitative attributes. For example, qualities of poor, fair, and fine chert are ascribed a 
number and employed as an integer in a series of computations for inferring preferences of 
resources. These methods appear fruitful without considering the dynamic variability of human 
choices, which are not easily portrayed with weighted numerical values. This thesis utilizes 
spatial comparisons of resources to archeological sites in concordance with assemblage classes 
and characteristics to interpret why humans use certain toolstone. The resulting dataset 
minimizes distortions that attribute arbitrary quantifications and complex arithmetic to human 
behavior. 
The southwest part of the Ozark Mountains within Benton, Washington, and Crawford 
Counties (9682 km2) in Arkansas is the study area. More than 1300 lithic assemblages are 
available from the Arkansas Archeological Survey for this project, but not all are in contrasting 
geologic contexts or provide sufficient counts that might illustrate how stone use changed. From 
the assemblages, 11 site collections were chosen at the centers of geologic areas or thresholds 
that portray how context affects complex choices in toolstone employment. Each occupied place 
provides key clues from lithic assemblages, but where they occur and the scope of bedrock 
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surface exposures is a necessary consideration. Sites are selected for their unique locations 
within varying zones of bedrock availability: Atoka siltstone (3CW707, 3CW951, 3WA767), 
black Pitkin chert (3WA260 and 3WA70), light upper Boone chert (3WA102, 3WA230, Austin 
Field, 3WA252), and dark lower Boone chert (3WA143 and 3BE246). Additionally, the scope of 
this project utilizes drainage basins to spatially assess where stones are available. A subbasin is 
an ideal USGS hydrologic unit, because it permits visualization of the local area without scoping 
extensively beyond the bounds of this thesis. All eleven locations are within four USGS 8 digit 
hydrologic units: one in the Beaver reservoir (3WA767), seven in the Illinois River (3WA70, 
3WA102, 3WA143, 3WA230, 3WA252, 3BE246, Austin Field), two within the Robert S. Kerr 
Reservoir (3WA260, 3CW707), and one in the Frog-Mulberry Rivers (3CW951). 
 The scope of prehistoric reactions to heterogeneous and unequal toolstone distribution 
relies on how chipped stone use varies in each lithosphere. Two artifact classes comprise the 
lithic assemblages of indigenous cultures in the Ozarks: debitage and cores in one group, and 
diagnostic projectile points in the latter category. Each type provides different information 
enabling discernment of how humans use stone for tools. 
Debitage and cores are evidence of reduction and use at a particular site. This class of 
artifacts is ideal for interpreting where stones are appropriate to manufacture tools of varying 
geologic origin, and allow a glimpse into chipped stone conservation and curation. Large flakes 
(>1”) can indicate a close proximity to a source or an abundance of toolstone supplies in remote 
areas far from chippable bedrock. Regardless, either interpretation indicates wasting of 
employable stone. On the contrary, increased proportions of small flakes (1/2” or less) indicate 
an inclination to formality of knapping behaviors or increasing conservancy of supplies. 
Knowing the recovered location, size, and source of these artifacts allows acknowledgement of 
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stone use on a regional scale, but only with familiarity of what is interpretable from this class of 
lithic refuse. 
Diagnostic projectile points are a particularly useful tool for attributing a specific time to 
knapping behaviors. Point typologies portray trends in lithic reduction and shape for broad time 
periods such as PaleoIndian, Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian. These major chronological 
groups are attributed to chipped stone points while the subgroup of cultural affiliation (typology) 
is abandoned; a result of lack of replicability and typology disputes between analysts. 
Additionally, this tool-class provides use and maintenance norms that clarify extent of utility, and 
which resources are preferable or sufficient in each lithosphere. As a result, broad time spans in 
the Ozarks can be associated with exploitation trends of chipped stone points. 
 My analysis is based upon site locations and how artifacts vary with toolstone availability 
and quality. Results are underpinned by petrological evaluation of bedrock/residuum and alluvial 
toolstone sources, and field mapping of overall bedrock formations in the study area. Geographic 
information systems are the primary way to integrate and interpret the results. 
 Expressing the changes in lithic assemblages as a result of location is an arduous project 
due to the high quantities (2230) of samples and various sites (11) assessed in this thesis. Three 
tasks illustrate where and how prehistoric populations use toolstone within the two geologic 
contexts: first, to characterize raw material identification and distribution in Arkansas, secondly, 
to evaluate 11archeological collections from varying lithic contexts, and finally, to identify trends 
in stone use by comparing resource availability to the location of recovered lithic assemblages 
with GIS software. Accordingly, an inference of why and how toolstone is employed manifests 
trends in human reactions to landscape. 
 To start, the identification and distribution of chippable stones in Arkansas needs 
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clarification before a regional assessment is possible. Left uncorrected, statistics are misleading 
due to multi-state geologic nomenclature confusing practitioners of archeology into classifying 
several toolstone sources that are procured from the same lower Mississippian limestones. 
Furthermore, the Arkansas USGS geologic map provides the entire distribution of Boone 
limestone, but there are two informally recognized contrasting cherts in this unit. A GIS map of 
the upper light and dark lower Boone limestone surface outcrops is required to illustrate where 
different cherts are procurable. These GIS data layers in combination with USGS geologic maps 
allow assessment of specific geographic thresholds of raw materials. As a result, the reasons for 
aboriginal stone employment become increasingly apparent with standardized identification 
methods and distribution maps.   
 Next, a five step evaluation of assemblage attributes is an ideal method to infer 
adaptations to changing landscape resources. Visualization of regional changes in stone use 
requires a macro-scale analysis of artifacts to alleviate excessive time interpreting individual 
specimens and expressing behaviors for each piece. In response, Stanley Ahler’s (1989) mass 
analysis technique of size-grading lithics is ideal to assess huge quantities in minimal time while 
retaining as much extractive information as possible.  This method, in concordance with a 
minimal attribute list, affords rapid assessment of large numbers of debitage and projectile 
points. Size-grading lithic collections and recording geologic source, cortical elements, evidence 
of thermal alteration, and temporal diagnostics (projectile point typology) enables analysis of 
adaptive behaviors from varying locations. With these characteristics assessed, rationale for 
employment within varying landscape constraints is perceptible.  
 Finally, a regional assessment of adaptations to differing lithic contexts aids in 
understanding how stone resources are used in both landscapes. Manufacturing, curation, and 
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discarding behaviors are interpretable based on the availability of workable rock from each site. 
Using GIS to spatially compare distances to resources allows inferences that removes elements 
of human error in measurement (Kvamme 1985).Additionally, hydrology of drainage basins and 
how rivers transport raw materials is inferable with GIS layers, which is increasingly difficult 
with static paper maps. This allows a holistic assessment of responses to context without 
assuming distance is a sole factor in human uses of raw materials. With this analytical tool, the 
utility of chert and siltstone to human living practices are observable by assessing archeological 
collections and comparing how observed attributes vary in comparison to raw material 
availability. 
 The micro-position of sites is key to how the landscape constrains human resource 
exploitation in different bedrock scenarios. One may hypothesize that locations where stones are 
first exposed by a river illustrate different artifact size, source, and cortical element ratios than 
other sites in the center of the same bedrock region. Furthermore, native and non-local sources 
indicate where populations have been, or which areas natives exchange stone with other people. 
How these differences vary across the entire area of study enable inferences in the necessity, 
quality, and abundance of a toolstone within differing lithospheres. 
Are there contrasting differences in resource use between reduction pieces and projectile 
points in particular lithospheres? Furthermore, are there universal norms in exploitation in the 
region, or do behaviors change with time? These are difficult but necessary questions that are 
possible to answer. 
SETTING AND SAMPLES 
The Ozark Mountains (Figure 1) are the northern section of the Interior highlands in 
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North America, and lithostratigraphy is a deeply deposited dome of Paleozoic rock varying from 
Cambrian to Pennsylvanian ages (Doer 2004). 
 
Figure 1. Ozark Mountains divided by region. 
 The igneous St. Francois Mountains occur in the southeastern portion of Missouri, and 
form the oldest exposures of the Ozarks (Denison et al. 1984).  Antiquity of rock deposits reduce 
as one moves southwest from the St. Francois stratigraphy towards northwest Arkansas across 
the Ordovician and Devonian Salem Plateau, Mississippian Springfield Plateau, and 
Pennsylvanian Boston Mountains. The latter two are within northwest Arkansas, and are the 
geologic landscapes addressed in this research. 
 This thesis (9682km2) assesses 11 sites in Benton, Washington, and Crawford counties in 
northwest Arkansas, the study area (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The three counties within the study area. 
These places are ideal to understand how regions lacking or providing toolstone force 
prehistoric populations to cope with local geologic landscapes. All three political boundaries are 
solely within the Ozarks, but not equally distributed amongst resources. Benton County is in the 
center of the Springfield Plateau in the southwestern Ozarks, and almost entirely chert. 
Washington County is also within the same region, but the southern extent of the county is within 
the Boston Mountains, that has siltstone. Crawford, the third county, additionally has chippable 
siltstone, and political boundaries are entirely within the Boston Mountains except the northwest 
corner. 
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY 
Bedrock stratigraphy within the study area is contrasting aged carboniferous sedimentary 
deposits with Pennsylvanian Atokan siltstone (12,416 km2) and tabular chert-bearing 
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Mississippian limestone covering approximately 14,110 km2 (Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3. Lithostratigraphic column of northwest Arkansas and sites in each region. 
Each region provides a toolstone ideal for specific mechanical tasks, but none have an 
entire suite of raw materials exploited prehistorically in the area. The southernmost resource, 
Atoka siltstone, is of poor chippable quality, and the only native toolstone in the Boston 
Mountains. Upper Mississippian Pitkin chert, a fine source, is a minimally available chert 
distributed on the south boundary of the Springfield Plateau. Here, are the last cryptocrystalline 
bedrock exposures until Novaculite outcrops provide chippable stone within the Ouachita 
Mountains 150 km to the south. Several tributaries in northwest Arkansas start in the Boston 
Mountains and flow north within the Springfield plateau. Cherts in this area are isotropic, or 
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nearly so, and break with well-controlled conchoidal fractures. These cryptocrystalline resources 
originate from Lower Mississippian limestone (upper and lower Boone), and availability occurs 
throughout the entire plateau region.  
BOSTON MOUNTAINS: ATOKA 
Of the 11 sampled locations, three sites (3WA767, 3CW951, 3CW707) occur in a chert-
free siltstone region covering 12,416 km2 in Arkansas (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4. Atoka bedrock sites. 
These deposits are within the Boston Mountains, extending from northeastern Oklahoma 
to Searcy County in Arkansas, a 280 kilometer span in width. Trace Creek is the parent unit for 
the siltstones in the area, but exact elevations and expanse across the region is not mapped.  
Winn Creek (3WA767), the Copperhead site (3CW951), and Monarch Village (3CW707) 
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are similar in recovery methods, but quite different in terms of location in the landscape. 
3WA767 is located within the northern boundary area of Atokan rock and2km upriver from 
Pitkin chert, in the west fork of the Upper White River. The second site, 3CW951, is remotely 
located on an adjacent terrace to the Frog-Bayou River in the center of the siltstone landscape far 
from chert bedrock. 3CW707, the final site, is an open terrace site with local Atoka, but upper 
Boone cherts are exposed far upriver. These non-local cobbles are subsided downstream in the 
Little Lee Creek fork of Lee Creek in Oklahoma, and are distant (39.7km).The cobble size of 
these cherts likely limit procurement frequency, because the long distance reduces masses within 
the river channel during transportation. Each recovered assemblage furnishes key insights of how 
environment affects the stones humans use when no chert bedrock is local. 
SPRINGFIELD PLATEAU: PITKIN 
3WA260 and 3WA70 are situated in a zone of black Pitkin chert (3,593 km2), but the 
Wedington Sandstone, Fayetteville Shale, and Batesville Sandstone are included by the USGS 
within the same mapped unit (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Pitkin bedrock sites. 
Consequently, Pitkin appears to be much larger than actual availability, but the relatively 
small spatial expanse is small in comparison to both Boone and Atokan deposits. Most exposures 
of Pitkin lack siliceous content within northwest Arkansas and are entirely limestone. However, 
Cove Creek and the headwaters of the Illinois River upriver from Hogeye, AR both have 
confirmed bedrock chert deposits. Pitkin chert is cryptocrystalline, but quantities, cobble sizes, 
and areas of distribution are limited. Hale Cave (3WA70) is on the northern perimeter of Pitkin 
distribution, while 3WA260 is within the nucleus of availability. A minimal region of exploitable 
resources reduces the likeliness of use, but Pitkin borders between Atoka and Boone resources 
making exploitation increasingly advantageous. 
SPRINGFIELD PLATEAU: UPPER BOONE 
3WA102, 3WA230, 3WA252, and Austin Field are within white upper Boone chert 
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bedrock extending 5359.64 km2 (Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6. Upper Boone bedrock sites. 
The calculated area of this unit is confined to the western half of overall distribution that 
is divided by the Salem Plateau facies within the eastern White River watershed. Most exposures 
of this resource have cryptocrystalline properties with the exception of regolith terraces 
exhibiting prolonged weathering, which have yellow cortical rinds and increased brittle 
properties. Locations where this resource first occurs (3WA102 and 3WA230) are heavily 
deposited with workshop debris. At these sites, discards of exhausted Pitkin tools illustrate travel 
from upriver where chert is less available and requires rationing. Assemblages within the lower 
portion of upper Boone exposures (Austin Field) show increased proportions of lower Boone 
chert in collections. Moss Shelter (3WA252) is within 1km uphill from upper Boone, and is 
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mapped in non-chert bearing Pitkin. This position surrounded by white cherts influences the 
classification of Moss Shelter in the upper Boone lithosphere. 
SPRINGFIELD PLATEAU: LOWER BOONE 
3WA143 and 3BE246 have dark lower Boone cherts available (Figure 7), and are located 
within the western portion of Boone in Arkansas (176.62 km2). 
 
Figure 7. Lower Boone bedrock sites. Oklahoma Boone is represented in red. 
Lower Boone chert is the highest quality toolstone in the Ozarks, but minimal in 
availability. The extent of exposures is limited due to thin bedrock deposits on the southern 
extent of lower Mississippian limestone distribution. 3BE246 and 3WA143 are both within this 
zone, which is the oldest and lowest superposition of the resources discussed. Infrequent 
distributions of this stone enable an increased awareness of precise locations prehistoric 
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populations have been. Additionally, sites near this resource will have increased quantities in 
collections due to cryptocrystalline properties and availability. 
Four watersheds (Figure 8) covering approximately 11,767 km2contain the archeological 
sites of interest.  
 
Figure 8. Watersheds of study area. 
These varying drainages are all class eight hydrologic units: Robert S. Kerr Reservoir @ 
855 km2 with 3CW707 and 3WA260, Frog-Mulberry Rivers @ 3329 km2 with 3CW951, Beaver 
Reservoir @ 5622 km2with 3WA767, and the Illinois River @ 1981 km2  with 3WA70, 3WA102, 
3WA143, 3WA230, 3WA252, 3BE246, and Austin Field. 
ASSEMBLAGE COMPARABILITY 
Examination of lithic assemblages is necessary to interpret adaptive strategies in two 
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contrasting regions with chippable resources, but consideration of sample recovery and 
comparability is necessary. Site assemblages in this thesis originate from several archeological 
projects throughout northwest Arkansas, but recovery methods from these various endeavors are 
diverse and unequal (Figure 9).
 
Figure 9. Architecture of the Assemblages and Recovery Methods. 
For example, amateurs procure opportunistic surface collections in plowed fields at some 
sites, which contrast professional sieve methods in controlled excavations. Additionally, different 
employment of sieve sizes, sample areas, and wet/dry recovery methods affect physical size and 
quantities of assemblages. Both methods require recognition of artifacts in order for recovery of 
collections, but screening practices are less likely for bias sampling. In response, a consideration 
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of how these site assemblages are comparable is necessary to alleviate biased interpretations. 
Lithic assemblages in this thesis originate from archeological projects of various levels of 
professionalism: amateur surface collections from agricultural fields (3WA102, 3WA230, Austin 
Field, and 3BE246), Arkansas Archeological Survey bluffshelter surface collections (3WA260), 
Arkansas Archeological Survey field school excavations (3WA143 and 3WA252), Arkansas 
Highway Transportation Department excavations (3WA767), federal Core of Engineers 
excavations (3CW951), and federally mandated low-income residential construction (3CW707).  
This variability provides difficult analogies of human responses without understanding what data 
is derivable from the diverse techniques employed. 
Five sites recover artifacts with surface collection techniques: 3WA260, 3WA102, 
3WA230, Austin Field, and 3BE246. These surface methods are almost entirely from agricultural 
plots, but one bluffshelter (3WA260) also provides evidence. Both types are opportunistic in 
obtainment of artifacts, but fields provide a much larger extent of sampling. Additionally, 
recovery of surface lithics utilizes a larger sample area than excavations, but imperfect artifact 
recognition provides a different ratio of sizes than holistic screening practices. 
Sieve methods in excavations are variant based on three variables: the extent of sampling, 
whether wet or dry techniques separate sediments from artifacts, and the size of the screen. 
Excavation holes vary considerably: four with 1m2units (3CW951, 3WA767, 3WA70, 3WA252), 
one with 2m2 pits (3WA143), and one.5m2 hole in concordance with nine backhoe trenches (2m 
wide x 1m deep) that use surface recovery assessments (3CW707). Another consideration is if 
water cleans lithics in the screen. Most sites use dry methods with varying sizes of screens: ½” 
@ 3WA70, and 1/8” @ 3WA767, 3WA252, 3CW707, and 3WA143. However, one site 3CW951, 
washed soils and used ¼” for 80% of the sediments and 1/8” for 20%. 
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Choosing a minimal quantity of artifacts per site is an important consideration to avoid 
datasets with small unrepresentative samples. Five debitage pieces are not likely to portray 
accurate resource use, but 500 artifacts are not necessary for sufficient evidence either. Choosing 
sites to sample required a minimum number for unbiased data. Twenty samples is chosen as a 
threshold for minimal number of artifacts, because each sample alters the resulting data by 5%. 
Quantities less than this minimal value are excessively prone to skew datasets, and are avoided. 
No maximum quantity is defined, but projects with large numbers of pieces are sampled until 
roughly a few hundred are examined. Conversely, sites with less than 100 are sampled until the 
entire collection is assessed, which provided as much data as possible for comparison. 
METHODS 
 Several tasks illustrate indigenous coping mechanisms to unequal landscapes: raw 
material characterization, assessment of sample comparability, five step mass analysis of artifact 
attributes, and GIS employment of geologic and hydrologic maps for spatial computations. 
Combining all methods simplifies assessments of toolstone use that is normally an arduous task 
to observe. 
RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION 
 Analysis of chipped stone resources and their exploitation is well established in the 
Ozarks by many authors including Larry Banks (1993) and Jack Ray (2007).Of most importance, 
is Jack Ray's work providing extensive descriptions for all chipped stone resources in the region, 
but Missouri nomenclature is used for the Boone facies(2007). Where Ozark chippable stones 
occur, how to identify them, and uses by varying prehistoric populations are all discussed. 
Unfortunately, Missouri and Arkansas geologic interpretations are conflicted due to changes in 
observable vertical lithostratigraphic boundaries. Boone is the entire recognized unit of lower 
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Mississippian limestones overlying St. Joe in Arkansas due to a lack of consistent abrupt 
members. Contrastingly, Burlington, Upper Reeds Spring, Middle Reeds Spring, and Lower 
Reeds Spring are observed in Missouri and support these four cherts as the recognized standard.  
 Two informal units of Boone (lower and upper) are noted by geologists in Arkansas due 
non-abrupt changes in deposits. Adjacent states, Missouri and Oklahoma, have different 
classifications due to disconformities creating observable units and should be clarified. Light 
limestones (upper Boone) are considered Burlington and Upper Reeds Spring in Missouri, 
whereas dark limestones (lower Boone) are considered Middle Reeds Spring and Lower Reeds 
Spring. In Oklahoma the light upper cherts of Boone are acknowledged as Tahlequah or Keokuk, 
and lower dark toolstone is regarded as Keokuk or Reeds Spring. Knowing how each political 
boundary changes nomenclature is key to interpreting and expressing changes in raw material 
use between states. Therefore, resource identification and distribution observed in this study are 
provided in the results as an underpinning dataset for clarity. 
TOOLSTONE DISTRIBUTION 
No research has analyzes the context of raw material availability in relation to lithic 
assemblages in the Ozarks, which is due to a lack of data illustrating precise locations of chert 
geographic boundaries. The USGS website provides the geologic maps of states in digital 
formats: KML, KMZ, and shapefile. This form of map in Arkansas (Figure 10) projects lower 
Mississippian strata as one unit, Boone, limiting spatial assessments of the two cherts embedded 
in the rock.  
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Figure 10. Google Earth screenshot of USGS Arkansas geologic map KML data. 
Mapping of the two informal Boone cherts is necessary to alleviate aggregation of chert units 
into one distribution. 
Characterization of available resources requires watershed surveys across the entire 
southeastern portion of the Ozarks (AR, OK, and MO) allowing observation of alluvial, residual, 
and bedrock resources. Many water bodies are within this mass assessment of stone availability: 
Elk River, Honey Creek, Spavinaw Creek, Illinois River, Upper White River, Baron Fork Creek, 
Lee Creek, Mulberry River, Buffalo River, Kings River, and War Eagle River. During this task, 
surveys move up or downriver to observe what bedrock is at river level, or are visible on 
adjacent terraces. Within different watersheds, knowledge of where the first exposures of each 
bedrock occurs allows a quick recognition of spatial distribution. These geologic reconnaissance 
tasks require navigation of the river, or transportation to points of public accesses to assess which 
resources are up and downriver. 
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 A digital elevation model (DEM) is a 3D representation of terrain, and are ideal for 
analyzing landscape morphology or geologic map creation (Figure 11). 
 
Figure 11. A DEM of the Illinois River in northwest Arkansas. 
Elevation is a stored value within each individual pixel in the raster image grid, and cell sizes can 
vary significantly between datasets. Choosing high resolution data (<20m horizontal accuracy) is 
preferable for mapping formations, because small changes in altitude are important to represent 
where vertical boundaries begin and end in the lithostratigraphic column.  
This project procures the digital landscape from the USGS National Elevation Dataset 
website, and resolutions (1m to 200m) vary depending on the area of interest. Everywhere in 
northwest Arkansas currently has a 1 arc-second resolution available in Arcgrid, Gridfloat, and 
IMG files. Any of these data types are possible to employ, but a standard format allows creation 
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of one seamless dataset from multiple DEM files. The “mosaic to new raster” tool in ESRI 
ArcMap 10.1 stitches these DEM datasets together, and sequential GIS operations and analyses 
are all possible within this software suite. NAD 1983, is chosen as a geographic coordinate 
system for the project to minimize compatibility issues. This format is less accurate in 
comparison to State Plane formats in north Arkansas, but the USGS utilizes NAD 1983 as a 
dataset standard. The next step requires conversion of the Arkansas geologic map KML file to an 
ArcMap layer. Then, selection of the Boone formation and cropping the DEM with the Clip tool 
creates a virtual landscape with geographic boundaries that fit the limestones of interest.  As a 
final step, map creation of chert exposures are possible with the prior watershed survey 
information, and attributing ranges of elevation in the DEM to representative colors of stone 
sources. This task is further elaborated in the following paragraph. 
Initially, watershed surveys of chippable stone surface exposures within Arkansas and 
southern Missouri identify where resources occur. Then, collection of vertical boundaries of 
cherts with a Trimble Juno GPS unit enables DEM representation as a means of creating a 
database of various outcrop elevations. Establishment of an average bedrock height is not an 
easy task, and requires multiple attempts at fitting projected stratigraphy to actual surface 
exposures. As a final step, map assessment surveys on upper, middle, and lower portions of 
drainage basins provide confidence in accuracy. Corrections and reprojections, or clipping of 
areas are necessary when geographic boundaries of bedrock are different than the map. With 
acceptable accuracy, conversion from the raster DEM to a polygon format reclassifies all data 
into a seamless GIS shapefile of surface bedrock. Then, this digitized format permits 
visualization of resource availability with the landscape. 
Unfortunately, the entire upper and lower Boone distribution across Arkansas is not a 
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reasonable goal due to the extent of exposures in the eastern portion of the state, and a derailment 
from the focus of this thesis study area. The intersection of the White and Buffalo Rivers is the 
furthest east this work is conducted, but will not be provided in this project. The Illinois River is 
the only discussed watershed in northwest Arkansas with these two cherts and sampled sites, 
which negates consideration of outcrops east of this river. 
COLLECTION ASSESSMENTS 
Several attributes are chosen to assess how artifacts change in response to various locations 
in different lithospheres: size, source, cortical elements, thermal alteration, temporal diagnostics, 
counts, and weight. These are ideal because not all characteristics of lithic assemblages are 
possible to identify in a reasonable time with the mass-analysis method.  
Five steps sorted lithic assemblages into observable data (Figure12).  
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Figure 12. The five step process of assemblage analysis has several resulting piles. 
First, following Stanley Ahler's (1989) mass assemblage analysis method, size grading 
lithic collections into five sieves reduces time for data comparability(1”, 3/4”, 1/2”,1/4”, and 
1/8”). The second step involves determining procured landscape feature (bedrock/residual or 
alluvial) if cortical elements are observable. Then, the third step searches for thermal alteration 
evidence such as crazing or pot-lid fractures on all samples.  Next, the source of stones are 
seperated: Atoka, Pitkin, upper Boone, lower Boone, Pierson, and Novaculite. Counts and 
weights of the various sorted groups are taken as a final step. 
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 Mass size-graded analysis of lithic assemblages is a method utilized to quickly interpret 
overall behaviors of reduction and site use, and is no new concept in archeology (Newcomer 
1971, Ahler 1972, Ahler 1989, Stahle and Dunn 1982, Stahle and Dunn 1984). Individual 
examination of flakes is still a necessity with this method, but minimizing the suite of recorded 
characteristics reduces time and costs. One consideration is work by Stahle and Dunn, whom 
provide evidence of correlations between reduction stages and sizes in a ten stage screening 
method ranging from 1/8" to 2" (1982). Contrarily, Clifford Brown (2001) provides a strong 
argument for the futility of assessing the stage of reduction on a chert flake. One notion derived 
from Brown acknowledges that debris reduction is naturally patterned in a manner that negates 
size as an indicator of reduction sequences. Therefore, stages of reduction are ignored as a 
recorded attribute, because size, distance, and context are sufficient clues to resource use and 
discarding rationale. 
Inferring bedrock/residual or alluvial cortical elements (Figure 13) requires a keen eye 
that recognizes how stones are affected within fluvial or colluvial environments.  
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Figure 13. Bedrock (left) and alluvial cortical elements (right). 
Arrows in the image above indicate evidence of cortical elements. Procurement choices at a 
particular location require observing cortical elements in a collection, and how the landscape 
constrains human decisions. Alluvial elements have rounded edges and in certain cases have 
algal stains from long-term occupation of a river channel. Contrarily, bedrock elements usually 
lack patina, and weathered angular planar surfaces with no conchoidal fracturing often indicate a 
bedrock/residual source. 
 Thermal alteration is an observed tactic for maximizing the utility of toolstone when 
resources are poor or lack abundance (Crabtree and Butler 1964). Many different forms of 
evidence are observable from this process: pot-lid fractures, crazing, discolorations, and fossil 
voids. Knowledge of raw unaltered materials within the region minimized erroneous 
interpretations, but visual confirmation of annealed chert is an imperfect process. Each resource 
exhibits different evidence of this change in stone properties, but the numerous sources and 
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changes that occur make a list of descriptions entirely inappropriate for any research not solely 
focused on this transformation. Larger sample sizes are easy to observe burned stone, but 
confidence in accuracy is fallible and decreases with smaller sized artifacts. Therefore, trend 
analysis of this attribute is abandoned in the results section to keep accuracy in inferred lithic 
behaviors. 
Identification of a resource is a complicated task, and observation at exposures 
throughout the Ozarks is recommended for any academic project reliant on accurate recognition. 
Further explanation is unnecessary due to the extensive work of Jack Ray (2007), and 
clarification of lower Mississippian chert-bearing limestones is provided in the results of this 
thesis. Descriptions are imperfect despite the provisions of descriptions and photographs, 
because varying taphonic processes affect the appearance of stones. Especially with resource 
variance within the same facies at similar locations. Any researcher interested in these materials 
should conduct watershed surveys in concordance with Jack Ray’s encyclopedic study of 
toolstone (2007). 
 Weight and quantities of artifacts are important to record. Many piles of resulting sorted 
rocks require assessment in as little time as possible to efficiently observe changing behaviors in 
each lithosphere. These are two simple but important tasks to alleviate misinformation, because 
sizes and weights are both applicable to the law of monotonic decrement described by Colin 
Renfrew (1974). Counts provide a quick method to divide the weighed piles of rocks into 
average weight per size. Otherwise, each piece required individual data recorded, which is not 
realistic due to the 2230 artifacts assessed.  
GIS ASSESSMENT 
The employment of Esri ArcMap 10.2 is ideal for visualizing the spatial distribution of 
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archeological sites, fluvial drainages, and the regional distribution of geologic resources in 
bedrock and alluvial forms (Figure 14).  
 
Figure 14. 1:50,000 scale map of 3WA767 within the local landscape. 
For example, using a 1:50,000 scale allow GIS observation of what bedrock resources are 
within the area, and possible fluvial transportation of cobbles to a particular location. These 
categories of data are inferable with paper maps, but elements of human error and the time 
consuming task of editing changes and cross-comparing each map type are increasingly 
prevalent without GIS. Why assemblages have certain sizes, sources, cortical elements, and 
exploitations are product of context. One may hypothesize that distance from a bedrock exposure 
does not account for fluvial transportation across the landscape. For example, where the river 
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travels and how far provides answers to the sizes and sources of stone available for procurement. 
Resources upriver from an occupied location will be subsided downstream and primarily 
procured in an alluvial form. In contrast, the first exposures of formations downstream will likely 
be procured from residual/bedrock exposures.  
Mapping the physical distribution of bedrocks allows knowledge of the downward 
procession of rocks exposed as a river cuts into the landscape, and allows increased 
understanding of where workable stones first become available. This type of information allows 
an immediate recognition of why artifacts attributes are present in recovered collections. 
Identifying why, where, and how populations use rock on a regional scale is an ideal method to 
standardize procurement and exploitation behaviors, but caution of data discrepancies is required 
to minimize erroneous data with GIS methodologies. 
RESULTS 
 Resulting categories of information are buttressing factors of analysis, but not all are 
intentional. The characterization of lower Mississippian facies, geologic distribution maps, 
counts and comparability of artifact types in collections, and how artifacts attributes vary within 
each lithosphere all are intentional products. In contrast, the USGS geologic map inaccuracies 
were not anticipated. Each provided key components of research, and aided as intellectual 
gambits for recovering data previously difficult to acquire. 
RESOURCE CLARIFICATION 
Jack Ray’s (2007) encyclopedic study is the primary source for understanding what 
stones are chippable in the Ozarks. Discrepancies are noted between state geologic 
nomenclatures, which creates an intellectual atmosphere of confusion. Therefore, brief 
descriptions will be provided for any toolstone source in the study area except lower 
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Mississippian limestone, which requires clarification of identification and spatial distribution in 
Arkansas. Additionally, images are provided for the resources observed in lithic collections. 
 Mississippian and Pennsylvanian aged rock is chipped for tools by indigenous 
populations in prehistoric northwest Arkansas. The identification and distribution of upper 
Mississippian and all Pennsylvanian stones are well established, but lower Mississippian 
limestones lack standardized identification methods in Arkansas. Special focus is afforded to this 
segment of incorrectly recognized limestones to collaborate future research into a definitive 
format acknowledging Boone. In addition, two chipped stones are recovered in collections and 
are rare in the study area: Pierson chert and Novaculite. Below, a description of each resource is 
provided with intentional emphasis on Boone limestones. 
 Trace Creek siltstone (Figure 15), from the Atokan series, is the only recognized 
Pennsylvanian aged rock flaked for tools by Native Americans in the southwestern Ozark 
Mountains. 
 
Figure 15. Atoka bedrock samples. 
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Exposures of this formation are located throughout the Boston Mountains, and its exploitation is 
evident in many archeological deposits in the area. The durable nature of this dense black stone 
makes large abrading tools an ideal technology to exploit Atoka siltstone. Chipped stone points 
are rarely observed from this resource, because unlike chert, the physical properties of the stone 
allow edges to dull instead of fracturing new sharp edges. This is the highest elevated and 
southernmost toolstone in the Ozarks.  
 One upper Mississippian chert bearing limestone occurs in Arkansas, Pitkin, and is less 
abundant in availability than any other chert in the area. This black or banded dark blue resource 
(Figure 16) is less common in collections in the Springfield plateau, but in the Boston 
Mountains, Pitkin is the closest chert to most locations.  
 
Figure 16. Pitkin examples with carbonate accumulations (top), heat treatment (all 3 bottom 
pieces), and alluvium (center left). 
Many samples have white silicon veins throughout the rock that are similar to lightning in 
appearance. This resource usually has black alluvial cobbles, but residual and bedrock resources 
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can be weathered creating a light colored cortex on the rock. Pitkin is extensively exploited in 
areas close to available procurement locations, but light upper Boone chert often dominates 
collections outside these zones.  
 Interstate source interpretations between differing researchers can be conflicting due to 
contrasting nomenclature attributed to lower Mississippian stratigraphy (Figure 17). 
 
Figure 17. Lower Mississippian limestone interpretations in AR, MO, and OK. 
Some names are abandoned, such as Elsey in Missouri, while others are added by geologists 
(Bentonville, Pineville). Overall, the names mentioned in resource publications are staggering 
and confusing: Bentonville, Boone, Keokuk, Reeds Spring, Burlington, Elsey, Pineville, 
Tahlequah, and Sallisaw. These are all from the same sequence of Boone limestones overlying 
the St. Joe formation with varying carboniferous ramp deposits. In Arkansas, a lack of consistent 
boundaries in Boone strata supports no formal subdivisions, because diffuse boundaries occur 
throughout the central and eastern regions of distribution. Two varieties of chert are consistent in 
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all the watersheds: light upper and dark lower units. Fossils and primary color support four chert 
types in northwest Arkansas, but eastern exposures of Boone provide only two discernable 
forms. Therefore, the two informal divisions are acknowledged and utilized for this project: 
upper and lower Boone.  
Upper Boone light colored cherts originate from sparite limestone and are easily 
identified by fossil content: Brachiopods, Crinoids, and Thalassinoide mudburrows (Figure 18). 
 
Figure 18. Upper Boone examples with arrows pointing at mudburrows. 
The uppermost portion has the prior two fossils within the matrix, but further down the strata 
column fossil content changes and mudburrows increase in quantities. Eventually deposits 
change from light to dark, indicating the transition to lower Boone. The recently proposed 
Bentonville and Pineville formations are also this upper unit and should not be confused as a 
different source for light chert (Mazullo et al. 2013). Jack Ray's undifferentiated Osagean chert 
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descriptive category is comprised of this depositional origin, and likely overlies dark cherts in 
the southwestern Ozarks (2007). Burlington chert is the uppermost section of Upper Boone, and 
the most abundant chippable resource in the Ozarks. 
 Dark lower Boone cherts (Figure 19) originate from micrite limestone, and are limited in 
availability in the Ozarks.  
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Figure 19. Lower Boone examples with arrows indicating mudburrows. 
Western portions of lower Boone consist of thick deposits of mudburrows, a fossil created from a 
worm-like creature making tunnels during diagenesis of the facies. The highest deposits of this 
unit are abundant with these networks of fossils creating a “mottled” appearance (Ray 2007), 
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while deposits near the bottom of Boone rarely contains these ancient indications of life. Eastern 
Ozark cherts from the same stratigraphic position lack extensive deposits of these fossils, which 
supports a lack of acknowledgement to more than two varieties of Boone. This entire dark unit is 
cryptocrystalline, and the finest chert available in the Ozark Mountains. 
 Pierson cherts (Figure 20) from the St. Joe formation are the lowest portion of lower 
Mississippian limestones, but a lack of siliceous deposits in the Illinois watershed negates 
mapping a Pierson lithosphere in this project.  
 
Figure 20. Pierson chert bedrock examples 
Chert samples of Pierson resources are usually red with white crinoids, but there are 
variances in outcrops. The War Eagle River and upper White River are the primary sources for 
this stone, but outcrops on the Buffalo River also provide chert nodules.  
The final resource discussed, Novaculite (Figure 21), is present in both debitage and 
diagnostic points, but this is the only exotic stone observed in collections. 
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Figure 21. Novaculite samples. 
Samples exhibit translucent properties and are very fine in texture, but no photos were 
captured during sampling. As a result an example image downloaded from 
https:fs.usda.govisprovided in the caption above. Novaculite contrasts local cherts in appearance 
due to its metamorphic origin in the Ouachita Mountains, which provides very fine grains in the 
cryptocrystalline versions of this facies. Some upper Boone exhibits similar luminescent 
attributes, but sufficient observance of both resources enables differentiation without laboratory 
equipment. 
TOOLSTONEGEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
A digital elevation model is ideal for representing Boone chert in northwest Arkansas, 
because it enables the mapping of different geologic units based on elevation. Bedrock attitude 
varies across the landscape, but within each watershed the elevations have trends that allow 
mapping of Boone from recorded orthometric data. Only one series of vertical boundaries can be 
used to classify ranges of DEM values to specific colors, and requires many attempts to correctly 
surface map geologic units accurately. For example, the 300-311m elevation range is used to map 
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lower Boone in this study. Accuracy is close but requires the removal of Cincinnati Creek 
distribution due to a lack of exposures there.  
Lower Boone (Figure 22) is infrequent within northwest Arkansas, and only covers 177km2.  
 
Figure 22. Lower Boone Surface Exposures in Northwest Arkansas 
A shapefile representing lower Boone is derived by reclassifying the Illinois River DEM 
elevation ranges into four raster classes. Then, each is converted to a polygon shapefile; one of 
these is lower Boone. Cincinnati Creek and the upriver section of projected lower Boone near 
Savoy, AR require clipping with a graphic polygon to provide accurate boundaries. Then, a 
complete map is available for spatial comparison. 
Contrastingly, Upper Boone (Figure 23) is vastly distributed within the Ozarks, and the 
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shapefile produced in this study supports this observation west of the White River (5536km2).  
 
Figure 23. Upper Boone distribution in the Illinois River. 
The map of upper Boone is produced by removing the lower Boone shapefile area from the 
entire USGS Boone unit. White cherty limestones are the only portion of this facies remaining 
and are relabeled as an upper Boone shapefile. 
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A final concern of mapping resources pertains to geologic faulting in the area misrepresenting 
boundaries of rock. Exposures of underlying facies below Boone are bared on the surface before 
the entire units are symmetrically present within the Illinois watershed (Figure 24). 
 
Figure 24. Geologic faults expose facies irregularly. 
Several locations on the Illinois watershed have Chattanooga shale sporadically exposed on the 
surface along fault localities: the intersection of Osage Creek, the confluence of Clear Creek, and 
where the Muddy Fork Creek meets the Illinois River. These locations are minimally bared, and 
as a result, Chattanooga distribution within the valley is not widespread. Lower Boone is present 
above these units in adjacent bedrock outcrops, but is mapped across the river channel to provide 
a GIS layer representative of actual availability. Additionally, Pierson limestone is present in the 
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lower Boone lithosphere, but a lack of chert-bearing facies negates a need for mapping in this 
archeological thesis. Knowledge of these limitations is beneficial for keeping erroneous data 
minimized.  
A final mapping concern is inconsistencies in the Arkansas geologic map observed during 
research of this thesis, and with respect, should be recognized. Few errors in the USGS data 
employed in this study are observed due to the aggregation of multiple formations, and therefore, 
interpretation between researchers is disputable. However, chert-bearing bedrock is less open to 
varying discernments, which requires a discussion of distribution oversights. Most geologic 
errors in mapping are geographically close to actual exposures (<50m), but certain locations can 
be skewed severely. Pitkin limestone provides a bluffshelter for 3WA260 within the Cove Creek 
drainage basin south of Prairie Grove, AR. There, some chert nodules can be procured from the 
wall of the bluff, which contradicts the distribution data of the Arkansas geologic map. 
Specifically, distribution of the Pitkin in Cove Creek is projected 1km southwest of actual 
availability (Figure 25).  
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Figure 25. Errors in geologic distribution of Pitkin. 
As a result, manufacturing maps or creating intellectual arguments derived from the 
Arkansas geologic map necessitates individual drainage basin assessments to reduce or take 
account of errors such as these.  
ASSEMBLAGE INCOMPATIBILITIES 
Several issues require consideration before a concise discussion of results is possible. 
These analytical obstacles include: ratios of artifact counts are not similar from each location, 
unequal recovered sizes from surface and screening methods, and different structures of 
expressing artifact class attributes is necessary for contrasting ranges of size.    
Quantities of artifact classes are not equally proportioned from each site. At some 
locations, only debitage or projectile points are available in collections, but others have both 
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types in abundance (Figure26).  
 
Figure 26. Quantities and recovery techniques of samples at each site. 
Quantities vary from 94 to 457, and proportions of the two artifact classes are quite different in 
assemblages. For example, Hale Cave (3WA70) has 86 projectile points and ten debitage pieces, 
while 450 of 457 artifacts are debitage from Lynch Shelter (3WA143). These imbalances are 
acknowledged to reduce misrepresentation of extractive information. Then, a holistic view at 
environmental responses to lithosphere is observable. 
Secondly, there are differences in the proportions of size grades in surface and excavation 
assemblages (Figure 27).  
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Figure 27. Surface vs. Screening: All Sizes Recovered 
Both methods are quite similar in ratios of debitage quantities within ½” or greater categories, 
but ¼” and 1/8” reduce in frequency in the surface collections. This imbalance influences 
removing sizes below ½” in the debitage samples from all sites to alleviate skewed 
interpretations that are product of unequal methodologies. Projectile points sizes are not clipped 
due to the full range of points collected regardless of recovery technique. M. H. Newcomer 
(1971) illustrates the numerous quantities resultant of fine flaking techniques in Acheulian 
handaxe manufacturing. One conclusion is the increasing logarithmic nature associated with 
debitage as sizes reduce. This resulting trend illustrates misrepresentation of reduction flakes and 
debris by surface collections that have decreasing numbers of sizes below ½”. Removing the 
smallest sizes affects counts of artifacts significantly, especially those recovered from sieve 
methods. For example, the Atoka context is all sifting techniques for recovery, and counts 
reduced from 330 to 100. Other contexts were not as sensitive to this removal of sizes: Pitkin 
from 157 to 105, upper Boone from 806 to 710, and lower Boone from 576 to 318. Total counts 
after removal reduced approximately 1/3 from 1869 debitage pieces to 1233.  
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STRUCTURE OF VISUALIZING RESULTS 
 Size and source (SS) are key to expressing how stone use changes across the entire study 
area, and are combined for ideal visual representation in graph. In addition, cortical elements 
(CE) are equally important, but dependent on size and source for expressing how and where 
stones are procured. Therefore, size and source are compiled into one group of results, while 
cortical elements are aggregated into a latter category that includes the prior group for 
assessments. This architecture enables two steps to express all the inferred information from the 
artifact classes, and simplifies the task of information retention in a graph (Figure 28).  
 
Figure 28. Analytical Elements of debitage and projectile points. 
Both projectile points and debitage require analysis of the two groups of data (SS and 
CE), but there are differences in sizes for each type: debitage (½” and larger) and projectile 
points with the all size grades (1”-1/8”).  
A final consideration is statistical misrepresentation provided by graphing quantifications. 
Below are two graphs of the same dataset: the upper is an area chart, and the lower is a vertical 
bar format (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29. Comparison of Bar and Area Graphs. 
Showing quantities in bar graphs skew human uses of stone in each context, because 
arbitrary collection methods provided unequal sampling counts. To avoid statistical distortions to 
the data, area graphs are chosen as a visual representative for expressing stone use ratios in each 
assemblage. This format provides the total usage of a sampled dataset, and illustrates the 
proportions of each resources exploitation on a scale of 100%.  
 
DEBITAGE RESULTS: TWO APPROACHES 
 Ratios of artifact attributes are a key source of information for visualizing how toolstone 
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distributions affect technological organization of prehistoric populations. In particular, which 
resources are preferred or deterred, and how artifacts are used in different regions are ideal 
observable trends. With these types of data, norms and anomalies are distinguishable in lithic 
assemblages recovered in the Ozark Mountains. 
 Two structures are employed in the results below to visualize how different recovery 
methods affect debitage. First, one approach assesses four locations with identical recovery 
techniques (1/8" dry screening) to illustrate how assemblages vary in the dichotomous 
landscapes. The second visualization uses all 11 sites (both surface and screen sampling), but 
1/4" and 1/8" debitage are removed due to discrepancies between recovery methods. 
DEBITAGE AT FOUR SITES: 1/8" DRY SCREEN 
Similar screening techniques are ideal for artifact comparability, but only four locations 
have identical methods. Fortunately, two sites are within the upper (3WA252) and lower 
(3WA143) Boone lithospheres, while the remaining two (3CW707 and 3WA767) are situated in 
the Boston Mountains. The debitage from these contrasting regions are ideal to observe before 
comparing all sites with 1/4" and 1/8"size disregarded in the next main section of results. Below 
is a graph of debitage sizes from all four sites employing 1/8" screening techniques (Figure 30). 
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DEBITAGE: SIZE AND SOURCE  FROM THE FOUR 1/8" SITES 
 
Figure 30. Debitage of Four 1/8" Screen Sites: All Sizes No Source 
 There are clear differences between sizes of reduced pieces within the two major regions, 
and additional contrasting trends at each site. These variances in lithic behaviors are responses to 
toolstone abundance in the local landscape, and the source being used. Boston Mountain sites 
illustrate increased chert conservation with many pieces <1/2", but within the Boone context 
assemblages are a majority ≥1/2".This inverse size relationship between the two areas is 
indicative of increased chert conservation in the Boston Mountains and decortication/workshop 
processes in the Springfield Plateau. 
 Within the Boston Mountains, sites are in opposite portions of the region. 3WA767 in the 
northernmost boundary of Atoka is adjacent to the Springfield Plateau, but Atoka is only 5.4% 
(7/129) of the debitage. Conversely, 3CW707 in the southernmost distribution furthest from chert 
has 11.2% (13/116) of the reduction pieces originating from Atoka. These locations provide low 
ratios (18.8% @ 46/245) of chert and siltstone pieces within the three large size categories 
(≥1/2"), and the highest percentages (78.4% @ 192/245) of small pieces (1/4" and 1/8"). 
 In the Springfield Plateau pieces from sites contrast due to differences in quality 
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reinforcing formal behaviors of high quality lower Boone. Both 3WA252 (Moss Shelter) and 
3WA143 (Lynch Shelter) have more frequent (354) large pieces in the ≥1/2", and increasingly 
lower counts (245) of small pieces. However, there are clear differences between these sites that 
are likely a response to the local toolstone available. 3WA143 is within the lower Boone 
lithosphere, and has high percentages (49.7% @ 224/450) of 1/4" and 1/8" pieces compared to 
ratios at 3WA252 (12.9% @ 19/147), that has upper Boone locally available. The increased 
ratios of small pieces at 3WA143 are likely indicative of preparing formal tools and cores before 
curation and transportation away from the isotropic lower Boone bedrock. 
CORTICAL ELEMENTS FROM THE FOUR 1/8" SCREEN SITES 
 
 Debitage pieces with cortical elements are frequent in both regions, and provide key 
insight as to where populations are procuring stones within the landscape. According to the 
evidence (839 pieces), Ozark inhabitants are reliant on both bedrock and alluvial procurement 
(18.5% are bedrock, 3.7% are alluvial, and 77.8% have no cortex). These ratios are not surprising 
considering the abundance of bedrock exposures throughout the highland landscape, and the 
increasing logarithmic counts of smaller pieces with no cortex. 
 Debitage in the chert free Boston Mountains (245 pieces) show less frequencies of 
cortical elements compared to the Springfield Plateau (7.76% are bedrock, 8.57% are alluvial, 
and 83.7% have no cortex). This is a region where local siltstone is less reduced than cherts. 
Therefore, less cortical elements are likely to be observable due to importing of cores with any 
sign of cortex already removed during curation and transportation. 
 Springfield Plateau debitage (597 pieces) show increased frequency of bedrock cortical 
elements and less of both alluvial and pieces with no cortex (bedrock @ 24.5%, alluvial @ 2%, 
and no cortex @ 73.5%). This is not surprising considering the entire local area is nothing but 
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chert-bearing terraces and hillslopes within the upper and lower Boone lithospheres. 
 In the Ozarks, bedrock examples are less frequent as sizes reduce when considering all 
artifacts in each size grade (1" @ 60%, 3/4" @ 33.3%, 1/2" @ 19%, 1/4" @ 5%, and 1/8" @ 
3%). This trend fits the traditional intellectual concept fitted to reducing frequency of cortical 
elements as sizes reduce. Increasingly smaller pieces should accompany less cortical evidence. 
 Additionally, alluvial examples are less frequent as sizes reduce in all the pieces within 
the Ozarks (1" @ 40%, 3/4" @ 33.3, 1/2" @ 16%, 1/4" @ 7%, and 1/8" @ 3%). This is nearly 
identical to bedrock trends in cortical elements, and fits the traditional expected behaviors of 
removing weathered rinds from the exterior of toolstone. 
 Contrastingly, no cortex examples are more frequent as sizes reduce in all Ozark pieces 
examined (1" @ 0%, 3/4" @ 33.3, 1/2" @ 65%, 1/4" @ 88%, and 1/8" @ 94%). This trend is 
opposite to bedrock and alluvial cortical elements, which should occur as cortical elements 
become void from the exterior of artifacts. 
DEBITAGE: BEDROCK CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Two forms of graphs are provided for each procurement origin: percentages of cortex 
evidence in the two regions, and sizes recovered at each site. All three forms of procurement are 
compared in graphs in the following paragraphs starting with bedrock (Figure 31). 
 
Figure 31. Bedrock Cortical Elements From The Four 1/8" Screen Sites. 
 The regions have an inverse relationship in overall count percentages compared to sizes: 
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Boston Mountain pieces reduce quantities as sizes increase, while the Springfield Plateau 
reduces counts as sizes decrease. Increased conservancy of artifacts is apparent in the siltstone 
region due to the dominant percentages of the smallest pieces. Contrastingly, small sizes are less 
common in the Springfield Plateau, and lack 1/8" bedrock pieces entirely. 
 Sizes of bedrock artifacts at each of the four 1/8" screen sites are shown in the graph 
below (Figure 32). 
 
Figure 32. Sizes of Debitage Bedrock Cortical Elements at Four 1/8" Screen Sites  
 Overall, location seems to affect the cortical element ratios. Sites near bedrock resources 
(3WA252, 3WA143, and 3WA767) illustrate higher percentages of large sizes in comparison to 
locations with no immediate toolstone available in this form. Additionally, both the Boston 
Mountains and Springfield Plateau exhibit frequent procurement from bedrock, but there are 
contrasting trends of sizes in both landscapes. 
 Below, is a graph illustrating the alluvial cortical evidences observable in the four 
assemblages recovered with 1/8" screen sizes (Figure 33). 
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DEBITAGE: ALLUVIAL CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 
Figure 33. Alluvial Cortical Elements From The Four1/8" Screen Sites 
The above graph of alluvial debitage is an inverse relationship of total percentages in relation to 
size. Larger sizes are high percentages in the Springfield Plateau, but reduce with smaller sizes. 
Boston Mountain debitage from creeks and rivers show the exact opposite changes in percentage 
and size relationships: low frequency in the large sizes and higher percentages in the small size- 
grades. 
 Procurement from rivers are not frequent in the Ozarks (3.7%). The following graph 
clearly illustrates the low counts of evidence from this form of procurement (Figure 34). 
 
Figure 34. Sizes of Debitage Alluvial Cortical Elements at Four 1/8" Screen Sites 
 Three of the sites are in adjacent positions to rivers or creeks (3WA143, 3WA767, and 
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3CW707), but the frequencies in the graph do not provide inferences as to which ones have 
alluvial cobbles available on-site. This is an indication of how abundant bedrock resources are 
within the Ozark Mountains. Interestingly, 3CW707 is the furthest from the high elevated Trace 
Creek formation and Mississippian limestones, so siltstone and chert bedrock are not locally 
available. As a result, this site has the most frequent examples of procurement from fluvial 
bodies. 
DEBITAGE: NO CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Reduction pieces with no procurement evidence are insightful for inferring which 
artifacts have been worked to more advanced stages of the knapping process. Below, is a 
comparison of no cortex percentages of all artifacts assessed from the four sites within the 
Boston Mountains and Springfield Plateau (Figure 35). 
 
Figure 35. No Cortex Evidence From The Four 1/8" Screen Sites 
 Percentages of debitage with no cortex diminish as size grades reduce in the Springfield 
Plateau, which could be core preparation in the larger size grades and less conservation of small 
toolstone pieces. Contrastingly, counts of no cortex increase with the smaller size grades in the 
Boston Mountains, which could be increased efficiency of toolstone by employing less wasteful 
flaking techniques. For example, hard and soft percussion methods provide decortication 
reductions that are ideal to shape a cobble into a tool preform, but flakes will be large in 
comparison to other knapping methods. Conversely, pressure flaking is less powerful and takes 
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much less mass from a core, which is ideal for efficiency of resources in a region lacking 
abundant cherts.  These behaviors are resultant of location, and the influences of environmental 
constraints are the primary factor in the sizes discarded at each lithosphere. 
 Below is a comparison of no cortex size ratios at the four sites (Figure 36). 
 
Figure 36. Sizes of Debitage No Cortical Elements at Four 1/8" Screen Sites. 
The four sites illustrate clear trends in artifacts with no cortical elements in both the Springfield 
Plateau and the Boston Mountains. Those within the Atoka context exhibit more frequent smaller 
pieces (1/4" and 1/8") than the neighboring region. Contrarily, the chert-bearing sites (3WA143 
and 3WA252) have percentages of sizes 1/2", 3/4", and 1". Interestingly, 3WA143 is within a 
location with abundant cherts everywhere, but illustrate more frequent smaller pieces. This is 
likely a result of high quality lower Boone bedrock comprising the walls of the bluffshelter at the 
site. Cryptocrystalline local chert is changing the organization of stone employment by 
influencing more advanced stages of formal reductions. Preparation of stones before employment 
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or transportation in toolkits is likely causing the increase in smaller pieces. 
DEBITAGE FROM ALL SITES: ≥1/2" SIZES 
  
DEBITAGE: SIZE AND SOURCE 
 Recognition of size and source frequency allows increased observation of how these 
artifacts are or could be used within each geologic context. Three sizes of debitage provide 
insight of possible use in this dataset: 1” (mostly cores but some flakes), ¾” (both cores and 
flakes), and ½” (flakes with minimal core frequency).  
 Each context is divided into the three size categories to illustrate which sizes of each 
resource are discarded in each lithosphere (Figure 37).  
 
Figure 37. Debitage Counts by Size and Source. 
In the graph above, most local raw materials dominate assemblages within each context. 
However, all the lithospheres have differences in stone use that do not solely rely on native 
toolstone as a primary source for reducing rock into tools. Upper Boone is most frequent in both 
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the Atoka and lower Boone contexts, which is likely a result of abundance influencing a primary 
habitual use of white cherts in the Ozarks. Additionally, ratios of sizes are not reflexive of 
distance to procurable bedrock in each situation. 
DEBITAGE SIZE AND SOURCE IN ATOKA CONTEXT 
 The graph below provides counts of both size and source of artifacts in the Atoka context 
(Figure 38). 
 
Figure 38. Atoka Debitage: Size and Source 
 Sites have an inverse relationship in the sizes of reduction evidence in the area: quantities 
of siltstone decrease with size, while the sample frequency of chert increases with reduced mass.  
 Atoka debitage in the Boston Mountains is secondary in quantities with 37 pieces. The 1” 
sizes are most frequent with 15 pieces, while 14 pieces are within ¾”. Counts of Atoka reduce by 
almost half (8) within the ½” sizes.  
Use of Pitkin within the chert-free landscape is infrequent with only eight pieces 
recovered which accounts for (8/100) 8% of all debitage in the Boston Mountains. Only one 
piece of 1” is sampled and the remaining 7 are ½”. Pitkin is the closest chert to any Atoka site, 
but all three locations had rare examples within assemblages.  
 Evidence of total upper Boone debitage (48/100 @ 48%) is the most frequent toolstone in 
regions of Atokan rock. More specifically, Upper Boone use is less in large size grades within the 
Atoka context (1"@ 2%, 3/4" @ 7%, and ½” @ 39%). Conservation of chert in the Boston 
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Mountains likely increases smaller pieces. 
Lower Boone use (7%) in the Boston Mountains is equally frequent to Pitkin (8%) 
despite the difference in average distances to sites (53km to lower Boone and 19km to Pitkin). 
This dark chert exhibits only 1 piece per size in both the 1” and ¾” categories. Frequency does 
increase to 5 pieces in the ½” range, but this is expected due to increasingly larger numbers in 
smaller sized toolstone. Minimal use of lower Boone can be attributed to the distance and 
availability of the resource, but when comparing distances, lower Boone is preferred over Pitkin 
by prehistoric populations. 
DEBITAGE SIZE AND SOURCE IN PITKIN CONTEXT 
The graph below provides both size and source for the Pitkin context (Figure 39). 
 
Figure 39. Debitage in Pitkin Context: Size and Source. 
 Atoka debitage is rare in the Springfield Plateau with a single piece recovered (1/105) at 
1”. This is the only sample of siltstone observed out of the Boston Mountain context. 
 Pitkin is dominant (70/105) in this native lithosphere with 67% of all debitage sourced 
here. 1” pieces are least frequent (6.6%), which is likely a constraint provided by locally 
available cobbles in bedrock and alluvial forms. ¾” counts increase to 22.8% of all debitage in 
the context, but are secondary to ½” which comprises 37% of all chipped stone quantities. The 
drastic change in percent of use between 1” and lower sizes is a response of available parent 
materials. 
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 Upper Boone is the second most frequent resource (22%) in the Pitkin context with 
23/105 pieces. The increase in numbers assizes reduce is apparent within the light chert: 1” at 
2/105 (2%), ¾” at 9/105 (8.5%), and ½” flakes at 12/105 (11.4%). 
 Lower Boone reduction chips are a tertiary resource (11/105) at 10.5% in the Pitkin 
context. Of the different sizes, 1” pieces are more frequent (3/105 or 2.9%) than ¾” (1.9% or 
2/105), but ½” flakes are (6/105) 5.7% of all flakes in the Pitkin context. The 1" category is 
equally frequent to upper Boone toolstone, and could indicate importing cores with a preference 
for this dark high quality toolstone. Especially with the difference between average distances of 
the two resources from the Pitkin sites: upper Boone at 12.5km, and lower Boone at 25.4km.   
DEBITAGE SIZE AND SOURCE IN UPPER BOONE CONTEXT 
The graph below provides both size and source for the upper Boone context (Figure 40). 
 
Figure 40. Debitage in upper Boone: Size and Source 
 Atoka is absent from collections within the upper Boone lithosphere. This is not 
surprising considering the average distance to Atoka stone from all the sites is 15.4km, and when 
one takes account of the dense heavy properties of this stone. 
 Pieces of black Pitkin chert amongst white upper Boone bedrock is rare with 11/710 
(1.5%) making it a tertiary toolstone in this context. All sizes of this resource are rare and barely 
comprise a percentile between the three sizes (1” @ 2/710, ¾” @ 3/710, and ½” @ 6/710). The 
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small distribution and size constraints of parent materials in the Pitkin context make transporting 
this black chert less advantageous in an area with an entire landscape of abundant white 
chippable stone.  
 Upper Boone is a primary resource with 619/710 pieces observed at 87% of all debitage 
in the area. Sizes and ratios fit to the suggested pattern of increasing frequency as dimensions 
degrade (1” @ 22%, ¾” @ 30%, and ½” @ 35%). The vast distribution of this resource and 
suitable characteristics for toolkit mobility likely increases use.  
 Dark lower Boone in this area is a secondary resource at 11% (78/710). Linear 
dimensions of this toolstone follow the trend of increasing quantities as mass reduces (1” @ 1%, 
¾” @ 4%, and ½” @ 6%). No curation of lower Boone preforms or cores seems apparent in the 
data, which suggests the white native cherts to this lithosphere is satisfactory for procurement 
without the need to import non-local stones. 
DEBITAGE SIZE AND SOURCE IN LOWER BOONE CONTEXT 
The graph below provides both size and source for the lower Boone context (Figure 41). 
  
 
Figure 41. Debitage in Lower Boone Context: Size and Source 
The distance to siltstone from this context is not local (29km), and the absence of Atoka 
debitage in this area is not surprising considering closer lithospheres lack evidence of this stone 
being reduced. 
 Black Pitkin chert is quite rare at .3% of all debitage sampled in the area. Sizes of this 
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resource are vacant in the sampled collections except ½” with one piece (1/318).This lack of use 
is easily explained by the position of white plentiful cherts between the lower Boone lithosphere 
and the infrequent locations to obtain Pitkin. 
 Upper Boone is again the dominant resource in the lithosphere with 238/318 flakes 
observed. Sizes of this toolstone fit to the logarithmic trend of increasing numbers with reducing 
mass (1” @ 30, ¾” @ 50, and ½” @ 158). Upper Boone is available on surrounding terraces and 
is easily available on hillslopes and alluvial channels in the area. This widespread distribution 
explains why so much is used.  
 Dark lower Boone is a secondary resource (79/318 or 25%) in this lithosphere, which 
does not fit the dominant status of chipped stones in their native bedrock context. This stone is 
observed to fit the increasing counts with decreasing mass observed phenomenon of most 
chippable resources (1” @ 3%, ¾” @ 7, and ½” @ 15%). The sufficient exploitability of upper 
Boone and rampant availability within the overall landscape seems to limit high quality lower 
Boone exploitation.  
DEBITAGE CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
Ratios of exteriors reduced from a rock are variant depending on the context. Some areas 
provide more bedrock toolstone resources while others are increasingly procured from river 
channels. Each context necessitates individual assessments of which toolstones sources are most 
frequent, and how they are obtained within the landscape. The graph below is a representation of 
all cortical elements with sizes aggregated into totals for every context (Figure 42). 
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Figure 42. Cortical Elements of all contexts with no size divisions. 
Bedrock use is the highest in the upper Boone (348/823@ 42%) and lower Boone 
(114/561 @ 20%) contexts of the Springfield Plateau, because local hillslopes and terraces are 
almost comprised entirely of cryptocrystalline cherts. Pitkin does have bedrock toolstone 
available, but irregular small distributions make this form of procurement less frequent (46/157 
@ 29%) in comparison to the upper Boone contexts (42%).Bedrock (38/384 @ 9.8%) cortical 
elements the least observable in the Boston Mountains. 
Both Atoka and Pitkin contexts exhibit more frequent alluvial procurement, because 
cherts are vacant in the prior and infrequent in the latter. Alternatively, the upper and lower 
Boone lithospheres are not influenced to procure stones from the river channel, because cobbles 
cover the ground wherever they travel in the area. 
Evidence of no cortex is a primary category in all lithospheres, but there are key 
differences between each area. Interestingly, Atoka and lower Boone both exhibit further 
reductions of samples due to the high quantities lacking a cortex. Atoka is a response to 
conservancy in an area with only siltstone to employ, and this affects increased reduction stages 
lacking cortical elements. Lower Boone is quite different, because formality is increased 
significantly in comparison to the surrounding upper. This is likely a reaction to the high quality 
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of this dark chert influencing a different organization of technology by reducing cores and 
making increasing numbers of finished tools with no cortex before transporting them out of the 
area.  
DEBITAGE: BEDROCK CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
Bedrock cortical elements are dominant in highland areas similar to the Ozarks, because 
most resources available are comprised entirely of bedrock. Sizes and counts of residual and 
bedrock resources are provided in the graph below (Figure 43). 
 
Figure 43. Debitage Counts with Bedrock Cortical Elements 
In the graph above, all lithospheres have a dominant bedrock procurement of native stones 
except lower Boone. The availability of upper Boone surrounding lower Boone explains this 
phenomenon. 
ATOKA DEBITAGE BEDROCK CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Evidence from debitage concerning bedrock procurement ratios is provided in the graph 
below (Figure 44). 
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Figure 44. Debitage Bedrock Cortical Elements in Atoka Context 
 Total bedrock evidence (23%) within the Boston Mountains is not infrequent with 23/100 
flakes retaining cortical elements.  
 Siltstone reduced pieces with bedrock clues are the dominant (56% @ 13/23) resource 
(1” @ 5, ¾” @ 3, and ½” @ 5). This should be the case considering most native stones dominate 
the bedrock category counts in each geologic context. 
 Pitkin is a tertiary (13%) resource with bedrock exteriors (1” @ 1, ¾” @ 0, and ½” @ 2). 
These quantities are not sampled sufficiently to infer strong trends, but the logarithmic ratios 
observed of increasing numbers to decreasing sizes do not fit perfectly. This is likely due to the 
largest sizes being curated cores from the Pitkin context, or lack of sufficient samples. 
 Upper Boone (26% at 6/23) with bedrock evidence is secondary to Atoka (1” @ 1, ¾” @ 
1, and ½” @ 4). The increasing numbers do fit logarithmic debitage ratios.  
 One piece (1/2") of lower Boone with bedrock exteriors is observed in the Boston 
Mountains, which comprises 4% of the cortical elements from colluvial environments. This 
resource is furthest from the Boston Mountains and fits gravity models associated with chipped 
stone mass.  
PITKIN DEBITAGE BEDROCK CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Bedrock evidence in artifacts from the Pitkin context is represented in the following 
graph (Figure 45). 
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Figure 45. Debitage Bedrock Cortical Elements in Pitkin Context 
 No Atoka bedrock pieces are sampled within the Pitkin context, because only one non-
cortical sample was observed. 
 The local Pitkin bedrock elements are dominated by the native stone (95%). Of these 
samples, pieces increase with decreasing mass (1” @ 6, ¾” @ 14, and ½” @ 18). 
 Upper Boone is void of bedrock cortical elements in this dataset, which was not expected, 
but is likely cores illustrating decortication before transportation into the area. 
 Lower Boone does have evidence of bedrock procurement in the Pitkin context with 5% 
of all examples being this dark stone. Interestingly, of the two pieces present: one is 1”, and one 
is ¾”. No ½” samples are recovered, which is likely an indication of core conservation from this 
most distant resource zone. 
UPPER BOONE DEBITAGE BEDROCK CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Bedrock cortical elements within the upper Boone context is represented in the figure 
below (Figure 46). 
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Figure 46. Debitage Bedrock Cortical Elements in Upper Boone Context 
 No Atoka is found in this context. 
 Pitkin bedrock cortical elements (1% or 3/291) lack much evidence (1” @ 1, ¾” @ 2, and 
0 @ ½"). These numbers are somewhat surprising considering the size restrictions afforded by 
the parent material and the distance to the context (14km) when plenty of chippable white cherts 
are available. The larger sizes present are likely indicate curated cores from upriver where Pitkin 
is available. 
 White upper Boone cherts (242/291) are clearly dominant with 83% of all samples from 
this stone. The samples in this area are mostly surface collections which could account for the 
high quantities of larger sizes (1” @ 130, ¾” @ 68, and ½” @ 44). Additionally, bedrock 
resources of upper Boone are much larger than other cherts in each lithosphere, and could 
account for the increasingly large size ratios and increasing informality associated with abundant 
chippable stone in the area. 
 Lower Boone (16% or 46/291) is a secondary resource of bedrock cortical elements 
within the upper Boone lithosphere (1” @ 5, ¾” @ 22, and 19 @ ½”). These ratios of sizes and 
quantities are expected from an area with mostly surface collected artifacts. 
LOWER BOONE DEBITAGE BEDROCK CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Debitage bedrock evidence within the lower Boone context is represented below (Figure 
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Figure 47. Debitage Bedrock Cortical Elements in Lower Boone Context 
 No Atoka debitage reduced in area, which is not surprising considering the 29km distance 
to the Boston Mountains. 
 No Pitkin bedrock debitage samples are recovered within the area. 
 Not surprisingly, upper Boone (65% or 74/113) is the most frequent evidence of bedrock 
stones with visible cortical elements (1” @ 25, ¾” @ 26, and ½” @ 23). Many colluvial 
resources are still available on adjacent hillslopes to this area of availability, which likely affects 
its dominance.  
 Lower Boone is the secondary resource in this lithosphere (35% or 39/113). However, 
this is not an obscure observance due to local abundances of white cherts that are widely 
distributed around the small areas of this dark chert.  
DEBITAGE: ALLUVIAL CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Alluvial exteriors from reduced river cobbles are less common in the regions assessed. 
The graph below provides the sizes and sources of this form of evidence in each context (Figure 
48). 
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Figure 48. Debitage Counts with Alluvial Cortical Elements 
Overall, the sizes and sources of alluvium procured for artifact production illustrate a wider 
variety of examples in comparison to the bedrock size and source graph.  
ATOKA DEBITAGE ALLUVIAL CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Alluvial cortex ratios within the Boston Mountains are illustrated in the graph below 
(Figure 49). 
 
Figure 49. Debitage Alluvial Cortical Elements in Atoka Context 
 Atoka provides the most frequent evidence (9/16 @ 56%) of alluvial procurement in the 
Boston Mountains. The low numbers indicate the quantities of river cobbles used in the area are 
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rare, and sizes reduce in counts as mass decreases (1” @ 6, ¾” @ 2, ½” @ 1). 
 Pitkin samples in the Atoka context are a tertiary resource equal with lower Boone 
alluvial cortical elements, but only one piece is observed (½” @ 1). 
Upper Boone is a secondary resource (31%) with increasing counts as size reduce. No 1” 
pieces are sampled, but there are ¾” (1) and ½” (4) pieces.  
 Lower Boone (6%), a tertiary resource, provides no alluvial evidence in the two largest 
categories and only one piece in the ½” size-grade. This is equal to the Pitkin resource, which is 
surprising considering the distance. 
PITKIN DEBITAGE ALLUVIAL CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Evidence of procurement from rivers and creeks within the Pitkin lithosphere is 
illustrated below (Figure 50).  
 
Figure 50. Debitage Alluvial Cortical Elements in Pitkin Context 
 No Atoka is observed from fluvial origins within the Pitkin context. 
 Pitkin (73% @ 16/22) is most frequent with 6 @ ¾” and 10 @ ½”. These smaller sizes 
are likely resultant of constraints in parent material. 
 Upper Boone (27% @ 6/22) is the only other resource observed in the Pitkin context with 
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cortical elements, which is likely a product of both distance and availability. 
 No lower Boone alluvium is observed in the Pitkin context assemblages. 
UPPER BOONE DEBITAGE ALLUVIAL CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Debitage alluvial cortical elements from the context of white cherts is provided in the 
following graph (Figure 51).  
 
Figure 51. Debitage Alluvial Cortical Elements in Upper Boone Context. 
 No Atoka debitage is found in the upper Boone context. 
 Pitkin (4.7%) has only one alluvial sample, and surprisingly the size is greater than 1”. 
This contrasts sizes even within the native context of this resource. Perhaps the Illinois 
Headwaters supplies larger parent material cobbles upriver from Hogeye, AR. 
 Upper Boone is most frequent (81% @ 17/21) within the native context (5 @ 1”, 9 @ ¾”, 
and 3 @ ½”). This result is not surprising considering river cobbles are advantageously prepared 
by the river for procurement. 
 Lower Boone (14% @ 3/21) is secondary to white cherts in the area (1 @ 1” and 2 @ 
¾”). This should be the case due to the adjacent location to the upper Boone context. 
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LOWER BOONE DEBITAGE ALLUVIAL CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Alluvial evidence from the cortex of artifacts is demonstrated in the following resource 
ratios graph (Figure 52).  
 
Figure 52. Debitage Alluvial Cortical Elements in Lower Boone. 
 No Atoka flakes or cores are sampled within the lower Boone context collections. 
 No Pitkin debitage exhibits alluvial cortical elements in this area. 
 Upper Boone (40%) is less frequent than the native stone, which is likely an indication of 
position within the adjacent terraces of the valley. 
 Lower Boone is the most procured alluvial resource in this context (60%), and is a result 
of this dark chert being exposed close to river level within the valley. This is opposite from the 
bedrock evidences in the area. 
DEBITAGE: NO CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 A lack of cortex is usually associated to two conditions: increased formality due to a lack 
of chippable stone, or increased quality influencing complete reduction processes before 
transportation to minimize events of toolstone failure associated with initial knapping stages. The 
graph below is debitage with no cortical elements in a size and source visualization (Figure 53). 
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Figure 53. Debitage Counts with No Cortical Elements 
ATOKA DEBITAGE NO CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Debitage within the Atoka context illustrates upper Boone as the most frequent reduced 
stone (Figure 54). 
 
Figure 54. Debitage No Cortical Elements in Atoka Context 
 Atoka pieces with no cortical elements (13/59 @ 22%) are a secondary resource. Size 
frequencies do not fit the logarithmic behaviors expected with normal knapping behaviors (1” @ 
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1, ¾” @ 9, and ½” @ 3). 
 Pitkin is missing from all sizes but ½” (4), and frequency is low at 6.7%. Reduced pieces 
curated to the Boston Mountains are likely to have most mass removed, which explains the 
smallest size having the largest frequency. 
 Upper Boone has the highest counts of debitage (37/59) with no cortical elements visible 
(62.7%). Sizes fit the logarithmic scale Newcomer (1971) attributes to products of knapping 
reduction (1” @ 1, ¾” @ 5, and ½” @ 31). 
 Dark lower Boone chert is a tertiary stone with 5/59 pieces (8.4%). Sizes seem to fit the 
scale expected (1” @ 1, ¾” @ 1, and ½” @ 3).  
PITKIN DEBITAGE NO CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Debitage in the Pitkin lithosphere illustrate upper Boone as the most frequent reduced 
toolstone (Figure 55).  
 
Figure 55. Debitage No Cortical Elements in Pitkin Context 
 Of the evidence within the Pitkin lithosphere, Atoka (2.2%) only has one piece (1”) 
observed, and no cortex is inferred. If reductions are present in the northern chert-bearing region, 
this fits the expected organization of technology. 
 Pitkin (33%) has secondary quantities (15/45) with no cortex, which is understandable 
due to the locality in the native context. Sizes of this black chert exhibit parent material 
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constraints from initial procurement (0 @ 1”, 4 @ ¾”, and 11 @ ½”).  
 Upper Boone (22/45 @ 49%) is the most frequent resource with no cortex in this context 
(1” @ 3, ¾” @ 7, and ½” @ 12).  
 Lower Boone has pieces without cortical elements that fit the logarithmic reduction 
counts acknowledged by Newcomer (1971). Size-grades observed in this context is (1” @ 1, ¾” 
@ 1, and ½” @ 5). 
UPPER BOONE DEBITAGE NO CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Debitage in the upper Boone context clearly indicate frequent use of upper Boone (Figure 
56). 
 
Figure 56. Debitage No Cortical Elements in Upper Boone Context 
 No Atoka is observed in this study within the upper Boone geologic context. 
 Pieces of black Pitkin chert match expected counts and are tertiary (7/364 @ 1.9%) in the 
area (0 @ 1”, 1 @ ¾”, and 6 @ ½”). If Pitkin is transported into the area, the most frequent 
examples should be within this category. 
 White upper Boone is frequently recognized (326/364 @ 89.5%) without cortical 
elements, and this resource is primary in the area. Sizes seem to slightly match logarithmic 
expectations of counts (22 @ 1”, 135 @ ¾”, and 169 @ ½”).  
 Dark cherts of lower Boone origin are secondary with 8% of (29/364) examples. This 
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resource also matches the reduction count ratios expected for normal reduction behaviors (1 @ 
1”, 8 @ ¾”, and 20 @ ½”). 
 Novaculite (2/364) without cortical elements appear in the upper Boone lithosphere (1@ 
¾” and 1 @ ½”). This seems to fit the monotonic decrement gravity model depicted by Colin 
Renfrew (1974). 
LOWER BOONE DEBITAGE NO CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Reduction pieces within the Lower Boone context are most commonly upper Boone 
(Figure 57). 
 
Figure 57. Debitage No Cortical Elements in Lower Boone Context. 
 No Atoka flakes or cores are observed in the Lower Boone geologic landscape. 
 Pitkin has only one piece (1/2”) with no cortex out of 198 samples of all resources. 
 The light abundant resource, upper Boone, is most frequent (160/198 @ 80.8%) in this 
lithosphere of dark cherts (1” @ 5, ¾” @ 23, and ½” @ 132). Logarithmic counts are especially 
apparent in this category. 
 Lower Boone is not frequent without cortical elements in this context, which indicates 
close proximity to the source. Sizes are fitting to the expected increases in lower sizes(1” @ 1, 
¾” @ 2, and ½” @ 34).  
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PROJECTILE POINT ASSESSMENT 
 Overall analysis of diagnostic points has two considerations:  completeness, and the 
broad time period associated with identification attributes (basal shape, size, and knapping 
technique).  
Completeness is ideal for inferring curation and discarding rationale. Complete chipped 
stone points are ideal for inferring the extent of exploitability before toolkit refitting is necessary. 
This aspect is especially insightful in contexts with or without chippable stones. Conversely, 
broken projectile points can exhibit two inferences: the extent of point utility, and the availability 
of resources necessitating conservation of toolstone or wasteful behaviors due to extended use of 
shortened tools. 
Three time periods are observed from the proximal and complete chipped stone points in 
this study: Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian. These chronological ranges will be discussed 
individually with all contexts considered for each. Size and source is elaborated for the groups, 
but cortical elements are rare. Therefore, aggregation of bedrock, alluvial, and no cortical 
element data is considered in a final discussion of this artifact form. 
In the area charts of chipped points, rows represent the context where the tool is 
recovered. Conversely, column quantities in the data table represent the actual artifact size and 
toolstone. 
PROJECTILE POINT  PER AGE 
 Assessing age of diagnostic points attributes a temporal range to tools and can aid in 
observing how resource exploitation norms change or remain constant. This form of data is not 
possible with debitage, and is an advantageous visualization of formal biface tools. 
ARCHAIC COMPLETE PIECES: SIZE AND SOURCE 
 
 Complete Archaic projectile points in this study were infrequently encountered with only 
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12 examples (Figure 58).  
 
Figure 58.Archaic Complete Projectile Points by Size and Source 
 An imbalance in sampling of the contexts is observed: one within Atoka, three in Pitkin, 
eight in upper Boone, and zero in lower Boone. Quantities of complete Archaic points reduced 
with size and were mostly 1” (7), but both ¾” (4) and ½” (1) pieces were present. This gradient 
in completeness is to be expected as point utility diminishes in smaller sizes. 
ARCHAIC PROXIMAL PIECES: SIZE AND SOURCE 
 Broken Archaic points (13) are slightly more frequent than complete examples (Figure 
59). 
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Figure 59.Archaic Proximal Projectile Points by Size and Source 
Counts of Archaic proximal pieces were not equally distributed in the sampling contexts: 
one in Atoka, zero in Pitkin, twelve in upper Boone, and zero in lower Boone. Size grades of 
broken samples were also unequal ratios (eight @ 1”, two @ ¾”, and three @ ½”). Lengths of 
the proximal points are biased due to the high recovered quantities (12/13) within the upper 
Boone context. Here, tools will be exploited less before discarding due to the abundance of 
toolstone. Of the resources used: two are Pitkin, ten are upper Boone, and one is lower Boone.  
WOODLAND COMPLETE PIECES: SIZE AND SOURCE 
 Complete Woodland projectile points are numerous (162) and represented in the sampling 
set below (Figure 60). 
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Figure 60. Woodland Complete Projectile Points by Size and Source 
Counts of complete samples of Woodland points are not equally distributed in contexts 
(four in Atoka, 33 in Pitkin, 123 in upper Boone, and two in lower Boone). Sizes of these whole 
pieces are additionally variant (1” @ 94, ¾” @ 56, ½” @ 11, ¼” @ 1). The reducing counts that 
correlate with reducing sizes is not surprising, but the complete ¼” example is not expected from 
the upper Boone context where cherts are rich. The noted typology of this anomaly is called a 
kings corner notch by some scholars. 
WOODLAND PROXIMAL PIECES: SIZE AND SOURCE 
Broken diagnostic tools from the Woodland period (Figure 61) are much less frequent in 
sampling dataset represented in the graph below. 
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Figure 61. Woodland Proximal Projectile Points by Size and Source 
 Lithospheres do not share equal quantities of the Woodland broken point samples (7 in 
Atoka, 6 in Pitkin, 33 in upper Boone, and 3 in lower Boone). Furthermore, sizes of these 
diagnostic points do not fit the expected ranges of linear dimensions (1” @ 18, ¾” @ 9, ½” @ 
19, ¼” @ 2, and 1/8” @ 1). These incomplete pieces do not reduce quantities in correlation with 
linear measurements, but overall smaller counts do become more frequent with less size. 
MISSISSIPPIAN COMPLETE PIECES: SIZE AND SOURCE 
 Complete Mississippian projectile points (85) are graphed below (Figure 62). 
Figure 62. Mississippian Complete Projectile Points by Size and Source 
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 Distribution of recovered points is more equal than other temporal periods in this study 
(20 in the Boston Mountains, 19 in Pitkin, 43 in upper Boone, 3 in lower Boone). Counts are 
fewest in the largest sizes while frequency increases with smaller sizes (0 @ 1”, 3 @ ¾”, 8 @ 
½”, 43 @ ¼”, and 30 @ 1/8”). These ranges in exploitable size are expected due to the small 
mass required to employ a bow and arrow technology efficiently. 
MISSISSIPPIAN PROXIMAL PIECES: SIZE AND SOURCE 
 Finally, Mississippian proximal pieces are in the graph below (Figure 63). 
 
Figure 63. Mississippian Proximal Projectile Points by Size and Source 
 Total counts (48) in the varying lithospheres are widely distributed (2 in Atoka, 13 in 
Pitkin, 30 in upper Boone, and 3 in lower Boone). These examples of broken Mississippian 
points provide a range in sizes limited to smaller dimensions (0 in 1”, 0 in½”, 26 in ¼”, 22 in 
1/8”). 
PROJECTILE POINTS PER CONTEXT: NO AGE 
 Aggregating all ages of points provide a visualization that represents what toolstones are 
appropriate for hafting as projectiles. This data is ideal to see uses of stone that avoid sampling 
bias due to the various curation techniques applied to site collections after recovery. Some are 
aggregated into one bag regardless of recovery unit or age, while others are kept together with 
debitage from the same hole. 
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ATOKA CONTEXT: ALL PROJECTILE POINTS 
 The graph below shows trends in resource use within the Atoka lithosphere (Figure 64). 
 
Figure 64. Projectile Points in Atoka Context. 
Total projectile points (35) from the Atoka lithosphere indicate frequent use (27 @ 77%) 
of upper Boone with few examples of other resources. 
PITKIN CONTEXT: ALL PROJECTILE POINTS 
 Counts within the Pitkin context are in the graph below (Figure 65). 
 
Figure 65. Projectile Points in Pitkin Context. 
 All projectile points (70) from the Pitkin area of resources illustrate reliance on upper 
Boone (31 @ 44%) as a primary resource, lower Boone as a secondary (23 @ 33%), and local 
Pitkin (12 @ 17%) as a tertiary. 
UPPER BOONE CONTEXT: ALL PROJECTILE POINTS 
 Quantities of diagnostic tools in the upper Boone context are provided in the graph below 
(Figure 66). 
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Figure 66. Projectile Points in Upper Boone Context 
 Total formal hafted points (210) sampled in the upper Boone context express primary 
reliance on local toolstone (Pitkin is tertiary with 12 @ 5.7%, upper Boone is primary  with 151 
@ 71.9%, lower Boone is secondary with 43 @ 20.4%, Novaculite is rare with 3 @ 1.4%, and 
Pierson with 1 @ .4% is rare. 
LOWER BOONE CONTEXT: ALL PROJECTILE POINTS 
 Counts of points within the lower Boone context are represented below (Figure 67). 
 
Figure 67. Projectile Points in Lower Boone Context 
 All projectile points (27) in the lower Boone area of bedrock availability illustrate upper 
Boone (15 @ .55%) as the primary resource, lower Boone (9 @ .33%) as secondary, and Pitkin 
(3@ .11%) as a tertiary toolstone. The ratios of white chert use reduce in this context in 
comparison to other areas. 
PROJECTILE POINT: CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
 Few cortical elements are observed on all of the projectile points. Therefore the temporal 
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periods are not individually graphed and all the samples with this form of evidence are 
aggregated into one graph (Figure 68). 
 
Figure 68.Projectile point cortical elements for each context. 
 Of the 368 projectile points in this study, 359 samples have no cortex (97.55%). 
Interestingly, the areas with least chippable stone available exhibit lower cortical element 
evidences than areas with abundant raw materials (1/35 @ 2.86% in Atoka, 2/73 @ 2.7% in 
Pitkin, 8/248 @ 3.2% in upper Boone, and 0% @ 0/13 in lower Boone). This supports inferences 
of native populations further processing tools and exploiting conservation behaviors in areas with 
few or no cherts locally available. 
TOTAL RESOURCE USE: PROJECTILE POINTS AND DEBITAGE 
 Total counts of all artifacts are unequally sampled in the varying contexts, but overall 
ratios still provide suitable data for inferring which stones are employed within the Ozark 
Mountains. Therefore, an aggregated dataset is provided in the graph below representing all 
artifact ratios from the Boston Mountains and Springfield Plateau (Figure 69). 
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LOWER BOONE 0 0% 13
UPPER BOONE 8 3.20% 248
PITKIN 2 2.70% 73
ATOKA 1 2.60% 38
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Figure 69. Total debitage and projectile point samples in the Ozark Mountains. 
Total artifacts in the Ozarks (2218) are informative for understanding the relationship of 
stone necessity and preferences to environmental constraints. Overall use exhibits a strong 
reliance on cherts (49 Atoka siltstone pieces @ 2.2%, 149 Pitkin pieces @ 6.8%, 1627 upper 
Boone pieces @ 74.4%, 347 lower Boone pieces @ 15.6%, 1 Pierson piece @ .00045%, and 12 
Novaculite pieces @ .0054%). These counts represent upper Boone as the primary resource, 
lower Boone as secondary, Pitkin as tertiary, Atoka as quaternary, Novaculite as quinary, and 
Pierson as senary.  
DISCUSSIONS 
INTERPRETING LITHIC BEHAVIORS 
Three considerations alleviate misguided hypotheses of why populations produce and 
discard the artifacts recovered. First, sampling assemblages that share the exact same recovery 
techniques removes bias from the study, and allows inferences from both the surface and screen 
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collections with smaller sizes removed. Secondly, choices in toolstone use are not solely 
responsive to environmental stimuli (behaviorism). Thirdly, one must recognize the properties of 
stone necessary for a task instead of what resource provides minimal effort in procurement. 
 Equal sampling techniques are clearly the crux issue in assessing the value of inferred 
data in this study. Surface collections and unequal sizes of screens employed during sieving are 
two problems that make artifact interpretation increasingly difficult. However, the four 1/8" 
screen sites that are sampled equally from both the Springfield Plateau and Boston Mountains 
provide confidence in resulting trends from unequal recovery methods. Knowing which 
behaviors are observable from the four locations allows observation of all sites to compare the 
resulting data. Then, an accurate holistic view of all 11 sites is a realistic goal with understanding 
of how both datasets differ. 
 Gregory Johnson (1977) expresses disappointment in "bald assertions” regional GIS 
studies reliant on the influences of landscape. Human interactions are dynamic and do not hinge 
judgments solely from environmental constraints, but behavioral norms are observable with GIS 
spatial assessments in congruence with assemblage analysis. Precise distributions of raw 
materials allows a hyper-analysis (<30m) of how humans adapt to landscape in prehistoric times. 
These high resolution datasets were not a reality when Johnson discussed GIS disadvantages, and 
likely aided his disapproval. However, advantageous information is available with cautious 
consideration, because environment is one factoring influence in how humans exploit habited 
terrains. This thesis acknowledges humans make decisions that rely on a dynamic hierarchy of 
physical, social, and theological needs that are not easily explained with digital data. However, 
environment does seem to affect the resources exploited and the organization of stone 
technologies. 
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Angela Close (1996) reminds scholars to consider the task requiring a tool instead of the 
required effort when observing the acquisition of supplies. Siltstones and cherts have different 
properties ideal for specific mechanical tasks. Observing how these resources are employed to 
fulfill daily living practices is ideal for understanding the importance of raw materials within the 
Boston Mountains and Springfield Plateau. Importing finished tools, rationing resources, and 
long distance curation are ideal clues to the necessity of a specific resource within certain lithic 
contexts. 
TRENDS IN ALL SAMPLES 
The southernmost regions in the Ozarks are a unique geologic dichotomy, and coping 
strategies for landscape constraints are observable in siltstone and chert artifacts. Some locations 
employ local stones as a primary resource, while others rely on specific toolstone from other 
areas to alleviate the need to complete certain tasks. 
In the Boston Mountains, a ratio of exploited white cherts (146 pieces @ 32.1km average 
from sites) are dominant by three times more than the next most frequent raw material, siltstone. 
Atoka (50 pieces), the local resource, is exploited only twice as much as the furthest rock from 
the area (lower Boone).Additionally, lower Boone is the tertiary exploited raw material and is the 
furthest (20 pieces @ 40.67km average from sites) resource from the Boston Mountains. These 
dark Boone chert samples are double the counts of black Pitkin (9 pieces @ 26.7km average 
from sites), which is an adjacent resource to the siltstone area. These ratios of exploitation 
behaviors are exhibited in the graph below (Figure 71). 
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Figure 70. Boston Mountain: All Samples 
One might assume Springfield Plateau ratios of all samples are unreliable due to high 
counts of surface collected artifacts comprising a majority of site collections. However, the 
counts of stone ratios (Figure 72) are almost identical to the Boston Mountains data (all three are 
excavations with 1/4" or less screens) in the previous figure. 
 
Figure 71. Springfield Plateau: All Samples 
 In the chert-bearing Springfield Plateau there is still a clear necessity or advantage to 
using upper Boone cherts. These count ratios (1507 upper Boone compared to 329 lower Boone) 
are almost five times the quantities of the secondary resource lower Boone. This is slightly less 
use compared to the Boston Mountain frequencies of this resource (146 upper Boone to 20 lower 
Boone). This is perhaps due to a closer distance to the dark high quality resource increasing 
frequencies in collections. Pitkin is less than half the quantities of lower Boone and is not 
surprising considering both the availability and quality of each resource. 
Cortical elements in the Ozarks exhibit low frequencies of evidence in the projectile point 
category, and therefore, debitage and all artifacts appear identical in compared ratios. These 
counts were previously illustrated in Figure 68. 
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TRENDS IN DEBITAGE 
DEBITAGE: SOURCE PERCENTAGES 
 Total reduction pieces in the Ozarks exhibit a clear reliance on upper Boone with 
supplementary uses of lower Boone, Pitkin, Atoka, and Novaculite (Figure 73).  
 
Figure 72. Total Debitage Resource Ratios in the Ozarks. 
Raw materials percentages indicate cherts are the ideal stone for indigenous toolkits, and are 
necessary for subsistence norms in prehistoric times. In areas of abundance, this toolstone is 
prepared and curated in a manner that maximizes utility for travel in other areas void of isotropic 
stone properties. Conversely, in areas lacking chert, siltstones are employed as a means to ensure 
survival and sufficient execution of technological organization. 
In the Boston Mountains, upper Boone chert is the most frequent raw material in 
debitage, but Atoka complements this as a subsidiary toolstone (Figure 74).  
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Figure 73. Total Debitage Resource Ratios in the Boston Mountains. 
In this area with no cherts naturally deposited in the landscape, variety of raw materials are 
maximized regardless of quality to increase ease of procurement and toolstone reserves. This 
seems to fit the behaviors observed in northern Europe by Manninen and Knutsson (2013). 
Springfield Plateau counts of indigenous chippable stone show increased reliance on local 
white cherts, but both lower Boone and Pitkin are increasingly exploited (Figure 75). 
 
Figure 74. Total Debitage Resource Ratios in the Springfield Plateau. 
Toolstone use in this area seems to rely on which sufficient stones are easiest to procure. This 
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relationship is considered normal for most archeological studies in areas with local raw 
materials, but the Boston Mountains were clearly an exception to this trend.  
DEBITAGE: CORTICAL ELEMENTS IN EACH REGION 
A regional analysis of evidences provided by cortex is ideal to understand how prehistoric 
populations are obtaining toolstones in the Ozarks. All the debitage samples from the study are 
combined into where within the landscape they are procured. The resulting data is represented in 
the graph below by region (Figure 76).  
 
Figure 75. Cortical Elements by Region 
Overall counts of toolstone exteriors illustrate a hierarchy of exploitation frequency: no 
cortex is primary, bedrock is secondary, and alluvial is tertiary.  
The dominance of no cortex is expected due to the increased frequency of smaller pieces 
produced by formal tool manufacturing. The Boston Mountains lack cherts so increased 
conservation of chippable stone is expected and should create more pieces without a cortex. 
Conversely, a decrease of no cortex is a result of the abundant cherts in the Springfield Plateau 
affecting increases in informal knapping techniques, and higher decortication flake counts. 
Bedrock cortical elements are secondary overall, but are the dominant evidence of where 
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humans are getting toolstone. The reduction of bedrock evidence in the Boston Mountains is 
expected because no cherts are locally procured. The increase of use in the chert-bearing 
Springfield Plateau is a response to environment, due to high availability of exploitable bedrock 
stratigraphy. 
Alluvium is least evident in the Ozarks due to the highland position with bedrock. 
However, adaptations to reduced toolstone in the Boston Mountains require populations to 
increasingly procure stones in the river channels as a response. Additionally, Springfield Plateau 
alluvial cortical elements are the least frequent as a likely reaction to the abundant chert terraces 
and hillslopes.   
TRENDS IN PROJECTILE POINTS 
 
 Projectile points are not recovered in similar numbers in each area, and observing which 
places require further sampling is difficult due to the unsymmetrical discarding and 
manufacturing quantities of prehistoric populations. However, solid information is possible to 
derive in the form of resource ratios and the average sizes for complete and proximal points. Of 
the ages associated with recovered points, there are 25 Archaic, 201 Woodland, and 134 
Mississippian.  
OZARK MOUNTAINS 
 
In the Ozarks, a variety of 359 proximal and complete projectile points are the total 
observed (Figure 77) but not all are from the same source (1 Atoka, 17 Pitkin, 260 upper Boone, 
75 lower Boone, 6 Novaculite, and 1 Pierson). 
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Figure 76. Total Projectile Point Ratios in the Ozarks. 
With hindsight, these percentages are expected and fit the ratios of debitage.  
BOSTON MOUNTAINS 
 
The Boston Mountains are importing upper Boone chert as a primary means of 
manufacturing points, or reducing cores into tools before transporting them into areas with low 
quality toolstone (Figure 78). 
 
Figure 77. Projectile Point Resource Ratios in Boston Mountains. 
Within Atoka stone distribution there are noticeable trends in projectile points that differ from the 
Springfield Plateau. Only one siltstone tools is observed within the assessed collections, which is 
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likely a response to heavy weight, poor quality, and increased force to reduce pieces associated 
with Atoka. 
SPRINGFIELD PLATEAU 
 
 The chert-bearing Springfield Plateau is abundant with exploitable cobbles for points 
throughout the hillsides, streams, and terraces that comprise the landscape. Projectile points 
exhibit this rich choice in readily available materials by using less varieties of toolstone (Figure 
79).  
 
Figure 78. Projectile Point Resource Ratios in the Springfield Plateau. 
Light Boone cherts still are the primary toolstone in the Springfield Plateau, but there is a clear 
reduction in other resources procured compared to the Boston Mountains. 
REGIONAL COMPARISON OF CORTICAL ELEMENTS 
Projectile point cortical elements are rare to observe in the Ozarks (11/372 @ 2.13%). 
The two dichotomous regions further support this phenomenon, because there are few 
differences between each (Springfield Plateau with 10/334 @ 2.99% and Boston Mountains with 
1/35 @ 2.85%). 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 Dichotomous areas with contrasting resources are ideal to assess toolstones required in 
indigenous toolkits, and which are preferred. For this reason, collections recovered from the 
Boston Mountains and Springfield Plateau are insightful for both assessing the chipped stone 
needed for a mechanical task, and how humans alleviate distribution obstacles. Where resources 
are initially reduced, curated, and discarded provide clues to human needs and adaptations to 
their surroundings. But, distance is not a guaranteed factor in the sizes recovered in collections. 
Context is unique in affecting how humans organize technological systems, and the resulting 
datasets provide examples of lithospheres and distance altering prehistoric stratagems.  
 The potential of an unaltered cobble varies due to the source, density, and quality of each 
stone. After procurement, chert is manufactured into blanks, flakes, cores, or tools, and 
reductions occur throughout the Ozarks.  Transporting this stone into the Boston Mountains is a 
utilized tactic, and chert reduction debris is observed most frequently (1412/1978 @ 68% of 
debitage) in the area. Conversely, Atoka is reduced (50/51 @ 98% of all siltstone samples) before 
hauling tools to the chert terraces of the Springfield Plateau. Weight versus the potential of a 
cobble affects the distance of reduction away from a source before tools are complete. In this 
case, chert is reduced and curated with travel, but the burden of Atoka reinforces stone use that 
minimizes mass before transportation. Increased efficiency of effort is a one key adaptive 
requirement for indigenous populations, and chert manifests as a resource gambit in the area. 
 Suitability of a raw material for a task is one consideration when using stone 
technologies, and the ability to use a tool longer before maintenance is ideal in points. Chert 
tools maintain an edge during initial employment, because brittle properties create angular edges 
during cutting or scraping activities. No experimental use-wear studies are conducted, but point 
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counts imply siltstone (1) is less ideal than chert (362). One point of Atokan origin is observed in 
one (3WA767 Winn Creek) of eleven sampled assemblages. A preference of cryptocrystalline 
resources for cutting tools or other non-abrasive uses is interpretable from the observed use of 
lithics. 
 Digging, impact, and abrading tasks require a resistant stone for sufficient use to 
outweigh the cost of production and transportation. In the Ozarks, agricultural hoes, celts, and 
ground ceremonial objects are made from Atokan Trace Creek siltstone. Additionally, this rock is 
ideal for shaping, drilling, and engraving objects, because the grains of the rock grind into fine 
particles and maintain intended shape without fracturing debris randomly. Multiple possible 
functions for the raw material increases use, but reduction before transporting out of the Boston 
Mountains is apparent in every lithic assemblage with finished tools. Conversely, no chert 
abrading tools (celts, hoes, or engravings) are observed in collections. This lack of chert 
employment further supports this inference. 
INFERENCES FROM LITHOSPHERES 
Visualization of each context provides increased qualitative inferences from the datasets 
produced in this study. Preferences that do not completely support the resource gravity model are 
apparent in the study area of this thesis, and choice in stone employment are not entirely reactive 
to the nearest procurable source. 
Local stones are the largest artifact sizes within each lithosphere, however, some 
resources are deterred in favor of higher quality or more abundant toolstone in adjacent or distant 
areas. These preferred chippable stones are often reduced near a source into blanks, cores, and 
preforms as a reactive change to the organization of stone technologies. For example, 
transportation of lower Boone prepared items preserves the sizes of artifacts long distances and 
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are often larger than adjacent resources when recovered in the Boston Mountains. This is perhaps 
due to the need to formalize prepared artifacts as much as possible before mobilization as a 
means to minimize toolstone failures (lateral fractures, weaknesses along silicate veins, etc.) and 
avoid wasted efforts of burdening heavy toolkit loads. 
 Additionally, suitability of a stone for a task and natural abundance is a primary factor for 
procurement in the Ozarks. Atoka is avoided for point tools, but commonly employed for 
abrading activities. Conversely, chert is the primary stone for points, and lacks evidence of use as 
a celt, hoe, or engraved ceremonial object. Each rock is employed because of physical properties 
and landscape availability, but all use is reactive to environmental constraints. 
 Diversification of raw materials observed in collections is clearly reactive to the 
conditions of environment. The Boston Mountains have many resources procured while the 
Springfield Plateau almost entirely employ the two rich resources. These reactive behaviors are 
similar to Manninen and Knutssens’ observation of increased varieties of toolstone in response to 
availability in northern Europe (2104). 
SILTSTONECONTEXTS 
 Trace Creek siltstone is a strong durable rock that is less ideal for points, but durable for 
abrading tools. Density of Atoka rock encourages reduction to finished tool stages before travel, 
because siltstone debitage is void in collections outside the area. There are two trends in siltstone 
use in lithic assemblages: a variation of debris and finished tools in the Boston Mountains, or 
finished tools with no evidence of reduction in the Springfield Plateau. Weight, distance, and 
possible utility of a stone are all factors that limit how reductions occur before bearing the stone 
across Ozark terrain. Additionally, there is a lack of siltstone debris less than 1/4" in 
assemblages, but many chert are recovered in this size grade. Therefore, two logical argument 
occur from this phenomenon: chert reduction processes lose much less mass than Atoka, or the 
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hammer percussion techniques required to reduce dense Atokan stone produces larger flakes in 
siltstone. Regardless, the utility of a similar sized cobble is increased when more shaping is 
available before complete reduction of a piece.  
CHERT CONTEXTS 
 Cherts in the Springfield Plateau are necessary for indigenous toolkits, because the utility 
of a preform is efficient for the burden of weight. This stone is reduced in all parts of the Ozarks, 
and use posits with increased availability and sufficient quality. Most of the time, cherts are 
exploited based on accessibility to their location in the landscape, but some preferences are 
apparent. Quality seems to be a secondary necessity, because areas with abundant chert 
quantities illustrate use of sufficient widely distributed stone more often than high quality 
toolstone. 
 Pitkin sites are difficult to provide evidence from lithic assemblages due to the few site 
assemblages recovered within this lithosphere. This black stone is dominant near available 
sources, but increased distance posits rapidly with reduction of quantities in collections. 
Abundance and geographic distribution is less frequent, and sites within the Boston Mountains 
use this resource as much as the extremely distant lower Boone resource. Size constraints by 
parent materials seem apparent in different watersheds, but no direct evidence of measurements 
and sample collecting supports this hypothesis.  
 Sites within the Upper Boone lithic context are most abundant due to the vast availability 
of the stone throughout northwest Arkansas. This is a rich widely distributed toolstone in the 
Ozark, and assemblages are comprised of approximately 72% UB throughout both regions. 
White cherts dominate assemblages and are curated more often than any other resource, 
especially within the chert-free Boston Mountains. Lithic collections indicate a primary use of 
UB due to availability, and the dominant use of each local stone at native bedrock outcrops 
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supports this trend reliant on distribution of stone.  
 The Lower Boone lithosphere provides a high quality resource with minimal distribution, 
and rationing posits with increased distance from a source. Lower Boone evidence is less 
apparent in debitage (15%) than projectile points (21%), which illustrate an increased 
employment of formal biface tools with this stone. Distant collections do exhibit importing of 
cores due to the lack of smaller sized debitage in collections with 1” pieces, which is likely a 
response to the isotropic properties of this stone. Dark Boone cherts are the finest chipped stone 
in the Ozarks, but distribution is limited. Lithic assemblages illustrate this constraint and 
responding deterrence behavior by procuring easier access more often. However, lower Boone is 
procured as often as Pitkin in the Boston Mountains, which seems to negate the inference that 
distance decides how toolkits are fitted with chippable stones. 
HIERARCHY OF PROCUREMENT 
 Overall the hierarchical influencing factors for procurement are almost identical for 
debitage and chipped points. However, quality is more important for chipped points, and less of 
an influence in debitage (Figure 79).  
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Figure 79. Hierarchy of Factors for Procurement 
 The applicability of a stone for a specific task is the most important factor due to the 
properties of each toolstone making chores easier or more difficult. One Atokan chipped point 
was observed and zero abrading chert tools were observed, which supports this as a primary 
factor of employment. 
 High quality stones are increasingly prevalent in formal chipped points, while lower 
quality stones decrease in use. Both Novaculite and Lower Boone increase within ratios of 
chipped points, while upper Boone, Pitkin, and Atoka all decrease in frequency. 
 Abundance explains the primary use of upper Boone within the Ozarks, but applicability 
of a stone for a task trumps the rich distribution of a stone. 
 Distance is attributed the least prevalent factor for procurement, because Pitkin is closer 
than upper Boone and lower Boone but used less than either toolstone within the Boston 
Mountains.  
 In conclusion, there are very specific patterns in obtaining and using toolstone in the 
Ozarks. Each regions norms of employments will vary due to different surrounding contexts 
influencing natives, however, there are strong trends that are observable in lithic assemblages 
from the area. Local stones are most often reduced within the native lithosphere, but the 
hierarchy of procurement negates or intensifies use of chipped stones regardless of context. 
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